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The program described in this report simulates a basic PDP-11/45 
computer, its assembler, and a batch operating system which allows a series 
of assembly language programs to be read in as a group and then assembled 
and executed one after another, without operator intervention. 
The primary goal of the simulation package is to provide a facility 
for running small student programs in conjunction with a course involving 
PDP-11 programming. A second goal is to provide a facility for measuring 
the performance of PDP-11 programs and analyzing their behaviour, possibly 
in conjunction with the design of some PDP-11 systems programs. A third 
goal is to allow the instructor in a course on PDP-11 programming to test 
sequences of code before showing them to the class, to avoid unleashing 
large numbers of faulty programs on the unwitting students. A fourth goal 
is to ease the problem of debugging PDP-11 programs, since the simulator 
provides many more diagnostics and debugging aids than the bare machine it-
self does. Since the simulation package is written in Algol 60, it can be 
run on any computer with an Algol 60 c9mpiler (in principle). Thus actual 
PDP-11 programming experience can be acquired at an installation, that does 
not in fact have a PDP-11 available. 
The simulation package is a single Algol program consisting of three 
logic!",l sections. First, the executive, which prepares the system for use 
by reading in certain tables and initializing a number of global parameters. 
Second there is the assembler, which reads an assembly language program and 
from it produces an object program in absolute binary. Third there is the 
simulator which interpretively executes an absolute binary program. When the 
interpretation is finished, an analysis of the executed program is printed, 
and control returns to the assembler to begin the next assembly. 
The macbine simulated is the basic PDP-11/45 as described in the Digital 
Equipment Corporation publication "Processor Handbook". The simulator in-
cludes all machine instructions in the standard CPU, (thus not those concer-
ned with the floating point processor or segmentation unit). The paper tape 
reader, paper tape punch, and console teleprinter are also simulated, in-
cluding the 7 level hardware and software interrupt system. Automatic code ,, 
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conversion is provided, so that the PDP program can read, punch and type 
in ASCII code. 
It is assumed that the reader of this report has read and intellectually 
digested the contents of the PDP-11/45 Processor Handbook and the PAL-11R 
programming manual. 
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A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
The input language is close to being a subset of the PAL-11 programming 
language, warts and all, as supplied by DEC. This description covers only 
the major features. 
A program consists of a series of statements. Each statement is ter-
minated by a carriage return followed by a line feed. Statement elements 
are identifiers, integers, and the special characters:%=#@ ( ) , ; 
+ - • & ! . Spaces are not permitted within identifiers or integers and 
both must be followed by a character other than a letter or digit {e.g. 
space). Spaces may be inserted between statement elements. Identifiers are 
strings of 1-6 lower case letters and digits, the first of which is a 
letter. Integers are either octal (not followed by a point) or decimal 
(followed by a point). 
A statement consists of 4 fields, all of which are optional, but when 
present must be in the order: label, operation, operands, comment. The 
label field consists of O or more labels, a label being an identifier and a 
colon. 
The operation field is a single instruction or pseudo instruction 
chosen from the PDP machine instructions and pseudo instructions. 
The operand field consists of O or more operands. If more than one 
operand is present, the operands must be separated by commas. Each machine 
instruction requires a specific number of operands. Some pseudo instructions 
accept a variable number of operands. All pseudo instructions begin with a 
point. 
Each operand has a mode corresponding to one of the 8 hardware modes. 
The assembler notation for each mode is shown below. 
0 register r 
1 register indirect @r or (r) 
2 auto increment (r)+ or #e 
3 auto increment indirect @(r)+ or @#e 
4 auto decrement -(r) 
5. auto decrement indirect @-(r) 
6 index e(r) ore 
7 index indirect· @e(r) or @e 
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where e is an address expression and r a register expression. 
An expression consists of a se4uence of values separated by operators. 
A value is an identifier,an integer, or the current location symbol 
(point). The operators are plus, minus, logical and and logical or. A 
register expression is an expression containing an identifier or integer 
prefixed by a percent sign, or a variable e4uated to a register expression. 
A statement of the form identifier, e4uals symbol, expression assigns 
the value of the expression to the identifier. 
Programs must end with the .end pseudo instruction, followed by the 
starting address. 
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The following addresses are needed for input-output and are predefined. 
pir - programmed interrupt re4uest register 
prs - paper tape reader status register 
prb - paper tape reader buffer register 
pps - paper tape punch status register 
ppb - paper tape punch buffer register 
tps - console typewriter status register 
tpb - console typewriter buf:t:.er register 
The assembly language differs from the PAL-11 language in the following 
1. Upper case letters, single 4uotes, double 4uotes, tabs, and form 
feeds should only be used in text. 
2. Labels may not contain periods or dollar signs. 
3. Missing operands and operators are not allowed. 
4. All assemblies are absolute. 
5, The following pseudo instructions are the only ones allowed: 
. title,. word,. byte,. ascii, .print,. core,. trace,. stoptr,. regd, .end 
6. If the instruction location counter is odd after assembling a 
statement, it will be increased by 1 before the succeeding state-
ment is assembled. 
A program of N statements re4uires about 3 + N/5 seconds to assemble. 
A Context Free PAL Grammar 
<program> : : = <statement> I <statement> <program> 
<statement> : : .,; <unlabeled statement> I <identifier> · <statement> 
<unlabeled statement> : : .,; <tail> 1 · <body> <tail> 
<body> .. = <opcode> I <opcode> <operand list> I <assignment> 
<tail> ··=;<comment> <newline> I <newline> 
<operand list> :: = <operand> I <operand> , <operand list> 
<operand> :: = <direct> I @ <direct> 
<assignment> :: =<identifier>= <expression> 
<direct> :: = <expression> <expression> <paren> I <paren> 
<paren> + # <expression> - <paren> 
<paren> :: = (<expression>) 
<expression> :: = <unsigned expression> I <arithop> <unsigned expression> 
<unsigned expression> :: = <term> I <term> <op> <unsigned expression> 
<term> : : , = <val> I % <val> I . 
<val> :: = <identifier> I <integer> 
<arithop> :: = + I -
<op> :: = + I - I & I 
<newline> is a carriage return+ line feed or a n~w card 
<comment> is any character sequence not including <newline> 
<identifier> is 1-6 letters and digits starting with a letter 
<integer> is 1-6 digits optionally followed by a point 




Several pseudo instructions have been included to aid program debugging. 
They are assembled as EMT instructions so that they could be easily implemen-
ted on a real PDP-11. These pseudo instructions are: 
1. • trace 
This causes the simulator to print out certain status information 
after each instruction is executed. The information printed consists of 
1. simulated time in milliseconds (decimal) 
2. contents of registers rO thru r7 (octal) 
3. the 4 condition codes NZVC (0 = off, 1 = on) 
4. the last instruction executed (octal) 
2. .stoptr 
This stops tracing as described above. Both .trace and .stoptr are 
dynamic, that is, tracing is begun when a .trace pseudo instruction is 
executed during the simulation and stopped when a .stoptr pseudo 
instruction is executed, independent of their position in the source 
text. Thus .trace and .stoptr are more analagous to procedure calls 
than begin end brackets in Algol. Both .trace an~ .stoptr occupy 1 
machine word in the object program. The initial state is .stoptr. 
3. .regd (register dump) 
This prints the same information as .trace, but one time only, unlike 
.trace which may cause many lines to be printed. This allows the user 
to get the machine status only when desired, and not after every 
instruction. 
4. .print expr1, expr2, ••• exprn 
This prints out the machine words (in octal) whose addresses are expr1, 
expr2, ••• exprn. The maximum number of arguments is 16. For example, 
.print x, y, a, a+2, a+4 will print out 5 machine words, whose addresses 
are x, y, a, a+2, and a+4. The expr's should always evaluate to even 
~umbers. If an expr is odd, the contents of expr-1 will be printed. The 
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assembled code occupies n+2 words. 
5. .core expr1, expr2 
This will produce an octal core dump from expr1 to expr2 inclusive. If 
expr1 or expr2 are not integral multiples of 32, a few extra words will 
be printed to enhance readability. The pseudo instruction assembles in 




Only ISO code tapes are allowed. The program is followed by any number 
of data tapes, each containing a PAL program and its associated data. The data 
begins with the character following the line feed which ends the .end state-
ment. Extra carriage returns or blank tape will be read by the PDP. 
The format for each tape is: 
1. 30 cm. of blank tape 
2. 2 escape characters (ESC on the Olivetti's) 
3. new line (i.e. carriage return, line feed) 
4. the program. The last statement must be .end followed by the starting 
address. The statement is terminated by a new line. First line must 
be .title 
5. data, if any. 
Cards -
The characters@ & ! do not appear-on the IBM-EL card punches, so$ Av 
should be used in place of them in assembly programs. As data they have 
their usual meaning. 
The format for each program is 
1. A card containing 12 - 11 - 1 - 2 punches in columns 1 and 2 (made 
by superimposing the letters A and K) and .title in columns 3-8. 
Column 9 must be blank. 
2. Rest of program, ending with .end Statement 
3. Data, if any. The data must begin in column 1 of the card follo-
wing .end 
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EXPLANATION OF OUTPUT 
Assembly Listing -
For each program processed, an assembly listing is produced. The listing 
consists of 6 col'Ulllns, labeled ERROR MESSAGES, ADDRESS, INST, IMMED 1, 
IMMED 2, SOURCE STATEMENT. The first col'llllln contains error messages. Only 
the first error message produced by a statement is printed. A halt instruction 
is assembled in place of the errant statement. 
The ADDRESS col'llllln contains the octal machine address at which the object 
code begins. This column is blank if no object code is provided. The INST 
column contains the machine instruction(or in any case the first word of 
code) generated by the statement, in octal. The IMMED 1 and IMMED 2 col'Ulllns 
contain the first and second immediate operands (or in any case the second 
and third words of generated code) in octal. The column labelled SOURCE 
STATEMENT contains the original source text. 
At the end of the assembly listing is a line containing the number of 
assembly errors detected, in decimal, and the X8 time used for the assem-
bly in decimal seconds. 
Simulator -
Output from the simulator consists of .trace output, .print output and 
core dumps, all of which have been described earlier. · 
Post Mortem Statistics -
After the job has finished executing, 4 groups of information are 
printed for debugging and performance monitoring, All numbers a.re decimal 
except the machine addresses in group 3, 
Group 1 is an octal dump of all non-zero memory, 16 words per line, 
with the address of the first word printed at the left. 
Group 2 contains the following items 
PDP TIME USED - How much real time the program would take on the PDP-11 in 
milliseconds. 
X8 TIME USED - How many milliseconds of X8 time the simulation phase 
required. 
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X8 TIME PER PDP SECOND - The number of seconds of XS time required to simu-
late 1 second of PDP-11 time at this rate. 
PDP WAIT TIME - How many milliseconds the PDP-11 spent waiting for 
interrupts as a consequence of wait instructions. 
NUMBER OF INTERRUPTS - The number of io interrupts processed. 
INSTRUCTIONS EXECUTED - How many PDP-11 instructions were executed during 
the simulation. 
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS READ - How many characters were read from the paper 
tape. 
NUMBER OF LINES TYPED - How many carriage returns were typed by the program. 
This does not include debug output (trace, dump etc.) 
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PUNCHED - How many characters were punched onto paper 
tape. 
AVERAGE TIME PER INSTRUCTION - How many nanoseconds the mean instructions 
would require on the PDP~11 itself. 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF PDP INSTRUCTIONS PER- SECOND OF X8 TIME - The simulation 
rate. 
DIST OF ADDR MODES O - 7 - The number of operands that were mode O, 1, 2, 




number of operands of mode= 2, register= 7 
number of operands of mode= 3, register= 7 
number of operands of mode= 6, register= 7 
Group 3 contains a tabular histogram of the program counter. The 
address space is divided into 128 equal sized regions. The printed table 
contains 128 values, giving for each region the number of times an instruc-
tion was fetched from that region. The lower limits of each region are 
printed in octal, since they are machine addresses. The number of instruc-
tions fetched from that region follows, in decimal. From this distribution 
the user can find out where the program "spent most of its time". The 
number of instructions fetched from below the lowest region and above the 
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highest is printed above the table. 
Group 4 contains the number of times each machine instruction was 
executed e.g. the total number of mov instructions, the total number of cmp 
instructions etc. The first column gives the number of ADC, ASHC, BGE etc. 
instructions executed. After the mnemonic is the total number of times the 
instruction was executed, followed by that number as a percent of the total 
number of instructions executed. 
Following Group 4 is the total time, in decimal seconds, for the job, 
including assembly time, execution time, and time to print the statistics. 
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ERROR MESSAGES 
The following list gives the meaning of messages put out by the 
assembler. An asterisk after a message indicates detected on pass 1. 
ADDRESS ERROR 
ADDRESS EXPECTED 
- No code may be generated at addresses above 32767. 
- An expression which evaluates to a machine address 
is required, but something else is present. 
ADDRESS FIELD EMPTY - An operand is required, but none is present. 
ASSEMBLY TERMINATED BY TABLE OVERFLOW - The assembler's internal tables are 
full. Assembly cannot continue. 
BAD CHAR IN EXPR - An expression contains a character other than a 
legal statement element. 
BR TO ODD ADDRESS - The expression in the address field evaluates to an 
odd number. Since all instructions begin at an even numbered 
·' 
byte, this is incorrect. 
BR TO REG ILLEGAL - A branch instructions may not branch to a register. 
The given expression evaluates to a register expression. 
CLOSE PAREN MISSING - An opening parenthesis has been read but the 
corresponding closing parenthesis is missing. 
• END WAS MISSING - A program must have .end as its last instruction • 
ERROR IN RHS OF EXPR* - The right hand side of the definition contains either 
an undefined symbol, an 8 or a 9 in an octal number, or a 
syntax error. 
ERR IN START ADDR - The expression following the .end instruction must 
evaluate to a word address <32768. 
FIELD 1 MUST BE REG - Assembler syntax requires that the first operand 
be a register expression. 
FIELD 2 MUST BE REG - Assembler syntax requires the second operand 
be a register expression. 
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FIRST CHAR OF LABEL* - The assembler expected either a label or an opcode, 
which means that the first char must be either a letter or 
a point. 
FIRST FIELD WRONG - The first field must be an expression evaluating 
to a machine address <65536. 
JSR TO REG ILLEGAL - A jsr instruction must have a machine address, not 
a register, as its second operand. 
LHS ALREADY DEFINED* - The left hand side of this assignment is a 
variable previously defined. 
MISSING OPERAND 
MULTIPLY DEFINED SYM* 
- An operand is required and is absent. 
- A label used here has been previously defined. 
NN MUST BE 1-63 - The address field of a mark instruction must 
evaluate to a positive integer <64. 




REG NOT ALLOWED 
REGISTER> 7 
REGISTER? 
pseudo instruction is the opening delimiter. Everything 
following it until the-next appearance of the delimiter is 
text. The delimiter did not occur again before the carriage 
return. 
- The operation field contains something other than 
a valid machine instruction or pseudo instruction. 
- A number may not be larger than 65535. 
- A character with incorrect parity has been read 
from the source tape. It has been changed to a question mark. 
- A register has occurred in a position where only 
a machine address is permitted. 
- A register expression must be in the range 0-7. 
- An immediate operand may not be a register. 
SECOND FIELD WRONG - The second operand field is not an expression 
evaluating to a machine address <65536. 
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SYNTAX ERROR IN EXPR - The assembler cannot recognize the structure of 
TAG FOLLOWED BY? 
TOO FAR 
TOO FEW FIELDS* 
TOO MANY DIGITS* 
TOO MANY FIELDS* 




- After a tag in the label or opcode field, a colon, 
equal sign or space is expected. 
- The address of a branch instruction must not be 
farther away than -128 or +127 words. 
- One or more operands is missing. 
- Numbers may not have more than 6 digits. 
- An instruction has been supplied with more 
operands than is allowed. 
- A percent sign may not directly follow a percent 
sign. 
- A word expression is greater than 65535 or a byte 
expression is greater than 255. 
- A symbol is used without it ever being defined. 
8 OR 9 IN AN OCTAL NUMBER* - Octal numbers consist of the digits 0-7 only. 
Decimal numbers may contain 8 and 9 but must be followed 
by a point. 
The following list gives the meaning of messages issued by the simulator. 
All errors stop the simulator. 
ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDS - In a mode 3, 5, or 7 operand, the specified 
register contains an address larger than the amount of 
memory available. 
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AUTODECREMENT REGISTER ODD - In a mode 5 operand, the specified register 
contains an odd address, where an even address is required. 
AUTOINCREMENT REGISTER ODD- In a mode 3 operand, the specified register 
contains an odd address, where an even address is required. 
ATTEMPT TO PRINT NONEXISTENT MEMORY LOCATION - One of the arguments of 
.print is greater than 32767. 
BRANCH OFFSET ERROR - The branch address is either below 256 or 
above 32767. 
CONSOLE TYPEWRITER BUSY - An attempt has been made to type out a character 
before the typewriter has finished the previous character. 
CPU PRIORITY SET TO 0 
DESTINATION ADDRESS ODD 
- The CPU priority must be in the range 1-7. 
- The destination address must evaluate to an 
even number. 
DESTINATION ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDS - The source address is larger than the 
amount of memory available. 
ESCAPE CHARACTER READ. NOT ALLOWED - The next character in the input stream 
was an escape character (27 decimal). This is forbidden 
since it is used to separate jobs. A possible cause is an 
attempt to read more data than is provided. 
FLOATING POINT NOT SIMULATED - The optional floating point unit has not 
been simulated. 
ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION - The operation code is not a legal PDP-11 
operation code. 
INDIRECT INDEXING REGISTER ODD - In a mode 7 operand, the specified register 
contains an odd address, where an even one is required. 
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INSTRUCTION LIMIT EXCEEDED - More instructions have been executed than are 
allowed by the simulator (analogous to time limit on the X8). 
JSR TO REGISTER 
JUMP TO IO AREA 
JUMP TO REGISTER 
- The destination mode of a Jsr instruction must 
not be made O, ie. jumps to registers are not permitted. 
- A jump has been made to an address larger than 
32767. This is forbidden in the simulator since it is 
inconceivable that this is not an error. 
- The destination mode of a jump instruction 
must not be mode O, ie. jumps to registers are not 
permitted. 
NO INTERRUPT PENDING - A wait instruction has been executed, but no 
interrupt is pending. Consequently it would have waited 
indefinitely. 
NON EXISTENT IO DEVICE - A memory location above 32767 which does not 
PC IN IO AREA 
PC ODD 
refer to any input-output device has been referenced. 
- The program counter is larger than 32767, i.e. 
the program "ran off" the end of memory. 
- The program counter must always be even, since 
instructions are located on word boundaries. 
PRINT MAY NOT HAVE MORE THAN 16 PARAMETERS - The .print pseudo-instruction 
has occurred with more than 16 parameters. Since this 
error is detected by the assembler, possibly memory has 
been overwritten. 
PUNCH BUSY 
READER STILL BUSY 
- An attempt has been made to punch a character 
while the punch is still busy with the previous one. 
- An attempt has been made to start the paper 
tape reader while it is still occupied with the previous 
command. 
SOURCE ADDRESS ODD - The source address must evaluate to an even 
number. 
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SOURCE ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDS - The source address is larger than the amount 
of memory available. 
STACK OVERFLOW - An interrupt occurred, but there was no room 
left on the stack, i.e. register 6 was smaller than 256. 
STACK POINTER ODD - An interrupt occurred, but register 6 con-
tained an odd number. Register 6 is expected to contain 
a word address. 
STACK POINTER TOO BIG - The stack pointer points to an address 
STACK UNDERFLOW 
beyond available memory. 
- Return from trap, interrupt, or subroutine 
cannot proceed since stack is empty, ie. register 6 
greater than 32767, 
TELETYPE LINE OVERFLOW - More than 80 characters have been typed out 
since the last carriage return. 
TOO MANY INTERRUPTS - More than 16 interrrupts pending. This is a 
simulator imposed, not a PDP limit. 
TOO MANY LINES OF OUTPUT - More printed output has been generated than 
the simulator allows. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
The program consists of two major sections,the assembler and the simula-
tor. These will be discussed in turn •. 
Assembler -
The assembler makes two complete passes over the input. On pass 1, each 
statement is read character by character, left to right without backtrack. 
Three tables are constructed by pass 1 and given to pass 2. 
1 • The symbol table ( SYMBOL TABLE, AUX) 
2. The source text table (TEXT) 
3. The program ( LEX) 
The symbol table records for each identifier 
1. Whether it has been defined or not 
2. It's value, if defined 
3. Whether it is an address or a register. 
The symbol table is implemented in two arrays. For each identifier the index 
is computed according to 
14 7 index = ( (2 *(char 1 + char 4) + 2 *(char 2 + char 5) + (char 3 + 
char 6)) modulo 137) + 1 
All identifiers with the same index are chained together in order of occur-
rence on a chain beginning at AUX[index]. The entries themselves are in 
SYMBOL TABLE, each entry using 3 words. Space is claimed from SYMBOL TABLE 
sequentially, so it contains no holes. The format of an AUX entry is 
AUX ~index into ~SYMBOL TABLE 
-E--11 bits~ ---16 bits--~ 
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bits-'-"~7 bits~<E- bits~ 
Char 2 Char 3 
Char 4 Char 5 Char 6 
DR value 
1 1 ---~16 bits 
D: 0 = undefined 
1 = defined 
R: 0 = address 
1 = register 
link:pointer to next 
entry on chain 
or zero for 
last one 
The source text is stored in TEXT character by character for printing 
the listing. The format is 
TEXT -Char 1 Char 2 Char 3·1 
~6 bits-,H---7~~ 7 ___,.~7 bits~ 
The LEX table provides the information from which pass 2 generates 
object code. Each line of source text. including blank lines and comments 
produces 1 block in LEX. The first word of the block,is the value of the 
instruction location counter i.e. the address where the next word of gene-
rated code will be placed. The second word has 2 fields. The right field is 
the value of the operation code. The left field is the instruction class. 
Classes are distinguished by the fact that the required operand format is 














type: 1 = identifier or integer 
2 = special character 
val: if identifier or integer 
index into SYMBOL TABLE 
if special character, the 
code 
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list of word expressions 
list of byte expressions 
text 




expression between 0 and 255 
offset between -128 and +127 
one register 
register, followed by expression <64 
expression between 0 and 63 
operand followed by register 
register followed by operand 
statement was a comment 
pass 1 error detected 
statement is treated as comment 
list of up to 16 address expressions 
text 
two address expressions 
register followed by operand 
Note that the leftmost 11 bits can only be 0 for the first word of a block. 
Pass 2 uses this to determine the end of a (variable length) block. 
The main pass 1 loop starts at NEW CARD, where variables are 
reinitialized for each statement. At PASS 1 the program is looking for 
labels. At G0PER all labels have been processed and the operands are being 
examined. When a carriage return is seen, control passes to CARET. 
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Pass 1 looks up opcodes and makes a partial examination of the operands 
in order to determine how much space to reserve in the object program. Con-
sider the statement MOV X,Y. This will require 1 word if X and Y are re-
gisters, 2 words if only 1 is, and 3 words if neither is a register. A line 
of source text may yield an inherently variable number of machine words, as 
in .word. 
Pass 2 reads the blocks in LEX and processes each one independently of 
its predecessor and successor. For each block, the format of the operands is 
known from the second word. The value of the opcode has already been found. 
Hence the main task of pass 2 is the analysis of the operands and generation 
of code. The loop that processes each statement begins at SETUP. The switch 
TYPE dispatches to the proper section of code for the statement. Operands 
are either address expressions, which yield a mode and register, e.g. #x, 
(R3)+, or simply an expression yielding a number. The procedure OPERAND 
evaluates the former, and the procedure EXPR evaluates the latter. Code is 
generated by calling EMIT which puts it away. If the right part of the 
object program is in the buffer, CODE BUFFER, the generated word is put in 
the buffer. Otherwise the right piece Qf program is brought in. 
The procedure LISTING prints the listing and returns to SETUP to begin 
the next statement. 
Simulator-
The object program is loaded, either from the buffer or the drum as 
needed. It is stored in the array M. Bytes O and 1 are in M[O], bytes 2 and 
3 are in M[1] etc. Jhe cpu registers rO, r1, r2 are stored in M[-1], 
M[-2] ••. M[-8] respectively. The condition codes N, Z, V, Care stored in 
the variables N, Z, V~ C respectively, with 1 meaning on and O off. 
The loop beginning at CYCLE picks up the instruction to be executed 
and decodes it, scattering its bits among 5 variables; bits 15 - 12 in 
OPCODE, 11 - 9 in SRC MODE, 8 - 6 in SRC REG, 5 - 3 in DST MODE, and 2 - 0 
in DST REG. The switch INSTRUCTION TYPE branches to the appropriate piece 
of code to evaluate the given instruction. 
The procedure EVAL BOTH OPERANDS is used to compute the source and 
destination addresses (SRC ADDR, DST ADDR) and values (SRC OPERAND, DST 
OPERAND) for which it needs the mode and register already decoded. All the 
• 
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two operand instructions begin with this procedure. The one operand instructions 
use EVAL ONE OPERAND which computes the destination address and value only. 
Thus by the time the real work of the instruction interpretation begins, 
the source and destination addresses and operands are known. In many cases 
there is not much to do, mov for example simply puts the known source 
operand into the known destination address. 
Pending interrupts are chained together in 3 parallel chains, INTERRUPT 
TIME, INTERRUPT VECTOR, and NEXT ON CHAIN. The first contains the simulated 
time When the interrupt should occur,in nanoseconds. The second the machine 
address of the interrupt vector, i.e. where the new program counter and 
program status word are to be fetched from. This is used to distinguish 
between device types. The third links the entries together. NEXT INTERRUPT 
TIME always contains the time of the earliest pending interrupt. In the 
main loop, the clock is compared to this variable before every instruction. 
If the clock is greater, the interrupt occurs. From the vector address the 
device type is deduced and the appropriate i.o. operation (e.g. read, punch, 
print) is performed. The simulator converts MC code to ASCII via the array Y, 
and ASCII to MC code via the array U. 
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1 6E~IN 1 
•tO~MENT• TH15 PROGRAM SIMULATES A COMPLETE UATCH OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE PDP-11/45, INCLUDING ASSEMBLER, THE PROGRAM HAS T•C 
MAIN SELTION5: THE ASSEM~LER AND THE SIMULATOR, 
THE A5SEM~LER • 
THl ASSCNBLER IS A TWO PASS ASSEMBL,R, PASSl IS D~VOTED TO BUILDtNG THE SYMBOL TABLE AND TRANSFORMING THE INPUT TEXT 
INTO A FORM MORE EFFICIENTLY PROCESSED IN PASS 2, PASS 1 BUILDS 3 DATA STRUCTURES FOR PASS 2: THE SYMBOL TABLE (AUX ANO 
SVMbOL TABLE), THE SOURCE TEXT TABLE TEXT, ANO THE TRANSFORMED INPUT LEX, 
TH~ SVMSOL TABLE IS A CHAINED HASH TABLE, NAMES TO BE ENTERED ARE HASHED 3Y TAKING A WEIGHTED AVERAGE Of THE LETTERS MCDVLO 
!.l7, AlL NAMES HASHING TOK ARE LINKED TOGETHER !NA CHAIN WHOSE HEAD IS IN A0X[K], THE ENTRIES THEMSELVES ARE IN SVMeCL TAeLE, 
tACH ENTRY CcNTA1NS THE NAME, WHETHER THE NAME HAS BEEN DEFINED.OR NOT, AND Ip SO ITS VALUE AND WHETHER IT •SA REGISTER, 
THE TEXT TAsLE CONTAINS THE ORIGINAL SOURCE TEXT 3 CHARACTERS PER WORD UNMODIFIED, IT IS USED TO PRINT THE LISTING, 
THE TRANSFORMED INPUT TEXT IS IN THE ARNAY LEX, ONE BLOCK PER INPUT LINE, INCLUDING BLANK LINES AND COMMENTS, EACH BLCCK HAS 
A M•NIMuM LENGTH Of 2 WORDS, THE FIRST WORD IS THE VALUE OF THE INSTRuCTION LOCATION COUNTER, !,E, WHERE THE GENERATED C8JECT CODE 
IS To GD, THE SECOND WORD HAS TWO PARTS, THE INSTRUCTION CLASS, IN ESSENCE T11E FORMAT THE OPERAND FJELD MUST BE, AND T~E 
VAL~E OF THE OPCODE, IT IS NECESSARV TO LOOK THE OPCODt UP ON PASS 1 IN ORDER TO DETERMINE How MUCH SPACE TU ALLOCATE FCR ThE 
GEN~RATEO CODE (SOME INSTRUCTIONS TAKE 1, S0HE ?, AND SOME 3 MACHINE WoRDS), sUCESSIVE WOROS IN THE BLOCK CONTAIN 1 ENTRY PER 
STA•~MENT ELEMENT. AN IDEMTIFIER, AN INTEG!R, AND A SP~CIAL CHARACTER ARE ALL EXAMPLES OF ELEMENTS,. 
PASS 2 EVAL11ATES THE OPERAND FIELD TO F,ND THE MOOL OF EACH OPERAND, IT THEN GENERATES THE COMPLETE INSTRUCTION ANO PRINTS 
THE ASSSM&LY LISTING. THE GENERATED OBJECT COD! 15 PUT INTO THE BUFFER, APPROPRIATELY NAMED CODE BUFFER, IT THE GENERATED ceJECT 
COD~ EXCEEDS THE BUFFER CAPACITY, THE BUFFER 1S AUTOMATICALLY PAGED ONTO T~E DAUM, ·THE GENERATED PROGRAM IS THUS EITHER CN T~E DRU,. 
OR •~ ThE BUFFER, DEPENDING ON ITS LENGTH. 
THE S•NULATOR• 
1HE SlruLAToR LOADS THt OBJECT PROGRAM INTO AN ARRAY M, M[O] HOLDS BYTES O AND 1, M[ll HOLOS BYTES 2 AND 3, ETC, •tKl FCR 
•Y <Kc O HoLrs CPU REGISTER -K+1, 
THE rAIN LOOP AT CYCLE PICKS UP 1 INSTRUCTION AT A TIME, EXAMINES THE OPCODE ANO BRANCHES TO THE APPROPRIATE ROUTINE VIA THE 
SWITCH INSTRUCT1CN TYPE, AFTER THE •oUTINE HAS DONE ITS THING, CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE LA~EL EXDONE, 
WH[N A JDB ,s COMDLETEU, EITHER ev HALT1NG OR AN ERROR EXIT, THE PROCEDURE STAT1ST1cs IS CALLED TO PRINT A POST MORTE~ surMAR1 
OF ~TERESTING GOODIES. IT FINISHES UP av PRINTING THE END OF JOB PAGE AND THEN CALLING THE A5SEMBLER TO START ON THE NEXT JCe; 
!IN'~GEP.' o,rEXT BU•FER SIZE,MAXLEX,MAXTEXT,svMBOL TABL~ SIZE,BLOCK Slzt, CURRENTBLOCK,OFFSET,MAXCORE, 10 ADDR,INST LIMIT,LINELl~IT, 
STA~•ING ADOpESS, LOWEST ADDRESS,HIGHEST ADDRESS, NJQBSJ 
1 RE•L' eEGTIM; 
'IN'~GE~• 'ARP.AV• CODE BUFFtR[0:1999]; 
'IN•lGER''ARRAV 1 SRC TIM1NG, OST TIMING1, DST TIMJNG2, DST TIMING3 1 DST TIMING2A, DST TIMING3A[Ol7J,U[01127J,Y[0:135J, 
OPTABLE(1:014]; 
•~OOLEA~• 'ARRAY• ALREADY USED[0:2U]; 
•co~MENT' LOAD TABLES WITH PREJNIT\ALIZEO VALUES; 
q:o,•ct Q : ,: 0 •STEP' 1. • UNT I\. 1 7 •DO• SRC TIM1NG [Q) ;:, READ 
I FQr(' Q : = 0 1 STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 7 •Do• OST Tlr-,1NG:t [Q] :: READ 
I FQ,'(' Q : = 0 'STEP' 1 1 UNT i I.' 7 •oo• DST Tlr•11NG2 [QJ :: READ 
'Fer-:' Q := 0 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 7 •Do• OST TIMING~ [Q] :: READ 
'FO-< I Q := r 'STEP' 1 'ur;T IL 1 7 •DO• DST T!ll1NG~A[QJ :: READ 

































































•FOR• Q : 0 'STEP' l 1 UNTIL 1 127 1 D0 1 U[QJ la READ! 
•FOij• Q : 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'614 1 D0 1 OPTABLE(Q] I: READ! 
•PO~• QI RESVM 'WHILE• Q< 100 'DO' l 
MAXTEXT := TEXT BUFFER s,zE := 40001 
~AXLEX :: 120001 
SVMoOL TAijLE SIZE :: 30001 
BLOCK SIZE :: ?.OOOl 
OFFSET :: 200001 
10 AOOR :: 32766; 
MAXCORE :: IQ ADOR + 201 
NJO~S :: 01 
LIN~ LIN1T :: 10001 INST LIMIT;: 200001 
81:.61111 ASSEMBLVI 
'dE~IN• •COM~ENT• THIS PART IS AN ASSEMBLER FOR THE PDP•lll 
1 i'!EAL• CHAR,F 1RST, ILC, 1,NEXLEX, IDN,HASH,TMP,TMP1,TMP2,TMP3,TMP4, 
NEXT3,POS,PRIME,PRl~EOP,PREVINDEX,OPCOOE, 
EXTRA WORDS,EMPTV,PAD,MAX EXTRAS,TOOBIG,TIM, 
COMMI CTR,NEXTEXT,LAST,REG,MODE,VALUE,INST,DATA1,DATA2,00T, 
PC,BIT\4,BIT7,BIT16,BIT17,BIT19,BIT22,SPACER,MARKER,BIT18,J,K, 
OLPILC,TEM,CPTR,ESCAPE,TEXT.PAGES ON DRUM, NEXT PAGE, 
COMMA SYMBOL,SEMI SYMBOL,POINT SYM60L,ER SVMBOL,SPACE SYMBOL, 
COLON SYMBOL,HATC~ SYMBOL,AT SYMBOL,OPEN SVMBOL,CLOSE SYMBOL, 
PLUS SVMBOL,MINUS SYMBOL,AND SYMBOL,OR SVMBOL,PERCENT SYMBOL, 
LF SVMBOL,NC SYMBOL,CRSYMBOL,EQUAL~VM~OL,COMMA,POINT,AT,OPEN, 
CLOSE,PLUS,MINUS,AAND,OOH,PERCENT,HATCH,ECTRl 
1 INTEGE~· 'ARRAY• AUX[11137J,TEXT[l1TEXT surrER 51Zt],SYMBOL 1TABLE[11SVMBO~ TABLE SIZE], 
ID[1:7),LEX[l:MAXLEX+2): 
•BOOLEAN' ASSIGN,LIVE ONE,ODO,PASS TWO,MIODL~,ENO WAS MISSING, INDIRECT,ATPAR,PERCENT SEEN,ASSIGN ERRJ 
'SIii ITCH' TYPE:: CANT, CANT, CANT, CAW,•, WORD, 
BYTE, ASCII, IVEN, ENO, BINARY, 
UNARY, NOOP, TRAP, 6R, RTS, 
SOB, tllARK, MUL, JSR, EMTY, 




'COMMENT' GETID BUILDS AN IOENTlf.lER IN IO[J, IT STOPS READING 
WHEN IT SEES SOMETHING OTHEM THAN A LETTER,DIGIT,OR POl~Tl 
'BEGIN' •rOR' 1 := 2 'STEP' 1 •UNTIL' o •DO• rot I J := PAO; -
IO[ll:= CHAR; 
IQN:: 21 
'FOR' CHAR:= NE.XTSVM 1 WHILE 1 CttAR = PO!NTSYMBOL v CHAR < 36 •DO• 
'BEGIN' ID[ ION) I: CHARI IONI:· IDN+ll .. . .. 
'IF' ION > 6 •THEN• IL>Nla 7 
'END.' l 
loN:: ION • 11 
•ENO• GET!Dl 
•PROCEDURE• GETINTJ 
•COMMENT• GETINT BUILDS AN INTEGER IN ID[]l 
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'FOR' CHAR:: NEXTSVM 'WHILE' ~HAR< 10 •DO' 
'BEGIN' ID[ IDN]:: Cl'iAR; ION:= !DN+l,; 
'If' ION > 7 1 Tl'iEN 1 E~R(ll 
'END'; 
loN:: ION - 1; 
1 IF I CHAR:PO I NT SYMBOL 'THEN• •BEGIN I CHAR: :NEXTSVMI I ON: :s I ON+1; 10 [ION] :.,PO I NTSVMBOL I END II 
•END• GET1NT; 
'INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE' LOOKUP ( VAL l; 
•COMMENT• THE VALUE Of THE FUNCTION IS THE INDEX OF THE SYMBOL IN 
SYMBOL TABLE, IF THE SYMBOL IS NOT IN THE TABLE, IT IS 
PUT THERE, 
VAL CONTAINS THE, 3RD WORD Of T"iE ENTRY! 
'BEGIN' TMP1:: BIT14 + ID[1l + BIT/" 1Dt2J + ID(3li 
TMP2:: BIT14 * 10[4] + BIT/* 10[5) + 10[6]; 
TEM:= 1 + REMAINDER(TMPl + TMP2,PRIME); 
HASH:: AUX[TEM]l 
PREVINDEX:: O; 
Ll~K: •1F·• HASH 1 NE 1 0 •THEN' 
'BEGIN• 'IF' SYMBOLTABLE[3 * HAS"i - 2] = TMP1,. 
SYM90LTABLE[3 * HASH - ll : TMP2 •THEN• 
'8EG1N' LOOKUP:: HASH; 
VAL:: SYMBOLTABLE(3 * HASH] 
'END' 'ELSE' 
•~EGIN' PREVINDEX:: HMSHl 
I END I 
HASH:: SYMBOL TABLE(3+HASH]IOIV 1 BIT18l 
1 GOTO• LINK 
'END' 'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' •co~•MENT• NOT IN TABt.i:;, so PUT IT ·THERE1 
SYMBOLTABLE[3 *EMPTY• 2]:= TMPll 
SYMBOLTA8LE[3 *EMPTY• 1]:: TMP~l 
'IF 1 10[1)>9 
'ENO' 
1 ENO• LOOKUP l 
1 THEN• VAL:: BIT17 'ELSE' 
•BEGIN' TMP4:: • iF• 11.J[ IDNJ:POINT SYMBOL •THEN• 10 tELSe:• 8l 
1 1F• 10[ !ONJ:Po1NTSYMBO.L 1 THEN 1 ION:=IDN-1; 
'END•1 
VAL I: 0: 
1 FOR• I:= 1 •:;TEP' 1 •UNTIL' ION 1 00 1 
'BE:G IN' ' IF' ID [ I J > 7 " TMP4 : 8 1 THEN'. ERR ( 10 l I 
VAL:: TMP4 *VAL+ ID[!) 
1 END 1 ; 
1 1F• VAL> 65!:i35 'THEN' ER_R!13): 
SYMBOLTABLE[3 • EMPTYJ:= VALi 
LOOKUP:= EMPTY; 
EMPTY:: EMPTY+ 1; 
1 1f 1 3•EMPTY+1 > SYMBOLTABLESIZE •THEN• FATALJ 
•1F' PREVINDEX: 0 1 THEN' AUX[TEM]l: EMPTY• 1 •ELSE' 
SYMBOLTABLE[3 * PREVINOEXJ:: SYMBOLTABLE[3 * 
PREVINDEX] + BIT18 * 1EMPTY • 1) 

































































•COMMENT' CHECK TO SEE IF SYMBOL IN 10[11 ,,, 10161 IS OEFINEO, 
IF NOT DEFINE IT, IF SO, ERROR MESSAGE MULTIPLY OEFINEO 
SYMBOL; 
•BEGIN' TMP3:: LOOKUP(J)J 
'COMMENT' SYMBOL tS UNDEFINED, DEFtRE ITl 
'1F 1 ANO(J,BIT17) ♦ 0 'THEN' 
SyMBOLTABLE[3 * TMPJJ:: ILC 'ELSE' ERR(4ll 
•ENO• EAT LABEL; 
'PROCEDURE• ENO of RUN: 
1 BEblN' •COMMENT• THIS IS CALLEO ONLY WHEN ALL JOBS HAVE BEEN FINISHED; 
NEW PAGE; 




'ENO• END OF RUN; 
•?ROCEOURE 1 · FATALl 
•BEGIN' 'COMMENT' THIS IS CALLEO ONLv WHEN SOME CRITICAL TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED, THE JOB CANNOT CONTINUE! 
NLCR; PR1NTTEXT(•ASSEMBLY TERMINATED BY TABLE OVERFLOW, 
THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLS WERE NOT PROCESSED,•); NLCR; 
•FoR• 1:=RESVMBOL •WHILE' 1*•4U96 •00 1 PRSVM(t); 
NEWPAGE; •FOR' t:=1'STEP 1 1'UNTIL' 576'00•PRSVM(66); 
NLCR; NLCR; PRINTTEXT("ENO OF JOB"); 
'GOTO• BEGIN ASSEMBLY; 
•E,-0• FATAL.I 
'INTEGER• 'PROCEDURE' NEXTSYM; 
'BEGIN' 'COMMENT' READ THE NEXT CHAR, CHECK FOR PARITY ERRORS AND ATTEMPTS TO READ ESCAPE CHARI 
L.: TMP :: REsvnbOLI 
•BEGIN' 
'1F• TMP : •255 1,THEI\I• •GOTO• Ll 
'tF• TMP: ESCAPE •THEN• 
•BEG,N' IIF• MIDDLE 'THEN• •GOTO• ENO MISSING 
'ELSI::' .'GOTO• L 
•ENO'I 
1 1F' TMP<O ~ TMP+•4096 •THEN• TMP:=63; 
'1F• TMP. •4096 tTHEI\I• 
'tf' TMP: CR SYMBOL •THEN• •~oTD' Ll 
'tF• TMP: LF SYMBOL 1 THEN• T~P :: CR SVMBOCl 
'1F• TMP: NC SYMBOL 1 TNEN• TMP:= CR SYMBOLI 
NEXTSvM:: TMP; 
NEXT3:: 2~6 * NEXT3 + TMP; 
Pos:: POS + 1l 
'tfL POS: 3 •THEN' 
'BEGIN' TEXT[NEXTEXT):: N~XT3; 
Pos:= o; 
NEXT3:: Ol 
N~XT~xT:: NEXTEXT + 1l 
'•F' NEXTEXT > TEXT SUFFER SIZE 'THEN• 
'BEGIN' TO ORUM(T~XT,TEXT PAGES ON ORUM* TEXT BUFF~R S!ZE)I 
TEXT PAGEb ON ORUM;: TEXT PAGES ON ORUM+ 11 

































































NEXTEXTl:lJ TEXT[l)l:CR SYMBOL! 
'ELSE' 'IF 1 CHAR: CR SYMBOL 'THEN• •GOTO• PASS2 'ELSE' NEXTSYM := CR SYMBOL! 
•E~D•; 
•PROCEDURE' ERRCK)J 
•VALUE' K; 'INTEGER' Kl 
1 BEGIN 1 'COMMENT' If AN ERROR OCCURS UURING PASS 1, CONTROL PASSES TO HERE, THE OPCODE IS OVER WRITTEN WITH THE ERROR .CODE 
AND THE PARAMETERS SET UP TO SKIP THE REST OF THE LINEJ 
'1F 1 LEX[FIRST+1J t 9•BIT16 1 YHEN 1 
• BEGIN I 
LEX(F1RST+l] :: 21*BIT16+K; 
1 1F' ASSIGN 'THEN'· 'BEGIN' L~X[FIRST+1Jl=21*BIT16+12l ASSIGN ERR.le •TRUE' 'END'l 
NEXLEX :: FIRST+ 21 
LEX[NEXLEX] 1:Q: 
A5SIGN:: .•FALSE' l OPCODE:: 0: MAX EXTRAS:: 3; COMMA CTR:: O; 




•COMMENT• DPLOOKUP LOOKS UP THE OPCOOt IN OPTABLE, EACH ENTRY IN OPTAB~E IS 2 WORDS, THE FIRST 
CONTAINS 5 CHARACTfRS OF THE OPCODE, THE SECOND HAS 3 FIELDS: BITS 0~15 : VALUE, 
BITS 16-21 : TYPE, BITS 22-2;,j: MAX EXTRAS;' 
'BEGIN' TMP:= Q; 
'FOR' I:: 1 1 STEP• 1 'UNTIL.' !; 11)0' TMP:: 32 * TMP + ( 1 IF'' ID( I ]:PAO •THEN' 31 •ELSE• 
1 1F 1 ID[l]:POINTSYMBOL rTHEN' 30 1 ELSE'ID[l]•9ll 
HASH:: TMP - pRIMEOP * (TMP •u1v 1 PRIMEOP) + ll 
Tr,,P4 :: HASH; 
LOCP: 1 1F 1 OPTABLE[2 * HASH - ll: "i"MP 1 THEN 1 
'BEGIN' TMP1:: 0PTABLE[2 * HAHH]l 
OPCODE :: ANO(TMP1,BIY22•lll 
LEX[f"IRST+ll :: OPCOl)i:;; 
OPCODE:= OPCODE 'DIV• BIT16l 
• 1 f' 1 OPCODE : 0 1 THE"J r OPCODE : : 0 l 
MAXEXTRAS:: TMPl 'OIV 1 BIT22l 
'END' 'ELSE' 
1 1F• OPTAtlLE(2 *HASH• ll :: U 1 THEN 1 ERR(6)- 'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' HASH:~ HASH+ TMP4; 
'END'; 
1 IF 1 HASH> PRIMEOP 'THEN' HASH;: HASH•PRIMEOP; 
• C.OTO r L.OOP 
'1F 1 EVENC1LC) 1 NE 1 1 'THEN' 1::RR(9) 
I tr-D' OP!.oOKUP; 
1 PROCEDURE 1 oCTALCN); 
1 BEC.iN' •COMMENT• PRi~T OUT N IN OCTAL AS Au OCTIT NUMBER; 
•IF• N<65536 •THEN' PRSYM(AND(N,32760)132768) 1 ELSE• PRSYM(ANO(N,32768)lJ2768 + 10)1 
PRSVM(AND(N 1 DIV 1 4096,7)11 
PRSYM(AND(N •DIV' 512,7))1 
PRSVr,(AND(N 'DIV' 64,7))1 
































































9 1:.ND' OCTAL: 
1 PROCEOURE' LIST1NG(~)I 
'VAL.UE' NI '1NTEGER' N l 
6 
'BEG1N' •COMMENT• LISTING PORMAT IS COLOMNS 1•20 ERROR PIELO, 
23•28 PROGRAM COUNTER, 31•36 INSTRUCTl~N, 39•44 PIRST DATA, 
47-~2 SECOND DATA WORD, N IS THE NUMBER ur MACHINE 
WORDS ASSEMBLED; 
• 1 r • N • 1:E • o 
'THEN' 
1 BEGIN 1 SPACE(22)1 
OCTAL( ILC) I SPACE(2) I 
OCTAL( INST); $PACE(2)l 
•IF• N > 1 1 THEN 1 OCTAL(OATA 1) •ELSE• SpACE(6)l SPACE(2ll 
•IF• N > 2 1 THEN• OCTAL(DATA ·2) 'ELSE' SPAC~(6); SPACE(2); 
'END•l 
1 CO~MENT 1 NOW PRtN~ THE ASSOCIATED TEXT; 
LOOP! I IP' POS= 0 1 THEN' . 
'BEGIN' NEXTEXT := NEXTEXT + 1i 
'END': 
'1P• NEXTEXT > TEXT BUFFER SIZE 1 THEN 1 
'BEGIN' •IF• NEXTPAGl>TEXT PAGES ON DRUM •THEN••BEGIN' 
FROM. ORUM(TEXT,NEXT PAGE•TEXTBUfrER SlzE)I 
NEXT PAGE := NEXT PAGE+ 11 NEXTEXTl:1 
'ENO•: 
NEXT3 := TEXT[NEXTEXTll POS :: 3; 
CHARI: 1 1F' pOS: 3 1 THEN• NEXTJ •DIV' Bli16 1 ELSE 1 •tr,• POS: 2 1 THEN 1 
PRINTTEXT("NONEXIS~ENT ORUM PAGE")I FATALJ '£~0 1 1 
ANO(NEXT3 •01v• 256(255) 'ELSE' ANO(NEXT3, 255): 
Pos:: POS•1; 
1 1F• CHAR 'NE' CRSVMBOL 
1 THEN• 'BEGIN' PRSVM(CHAR)I 1.GOTO' LOOP 1 EN0' 
1 EL.SE• 'BEGIN I NLCR: • IP I OPCODE : 9 • THEN 1 'GOTO' EXECUTE t ELSE• t GOTO' SETUP t ENO 'I 
'ENO' LISTINGl . . 
1 PRUCEOURE 1 ERR2(STR)I 
1 BEGIN 1 •~OMMENT• PROCESS PASS2 ERRORS, NOTE THAT IT IS POSSIBLE 
TO GET HERE ON PASS1, SINCE EXPR IS L.tLLED To EVALUATE 
ASSIGNMENTS; . 




ECTP :: ECTR + 11 
LISTtNG(O) 
1 ENU• ERR21 
'PROCEDURE' EMIT(LOC,VAL) 
1 VAL.UE• LOC,VAL; 'INTEGER• LOC,VALI 
1 BEG1N• •COMMENT, THIS PROCLOURE STORES THE lMl1TE0 BINARY OUTPUT, 
THE ADDRESS OF THE OUTPUT WORD IS LOC, ITS VALUE IS VALi 
'IP 1 LDC< 0 • LOC > TOO BIG 1 THCN•E~R2("A00RESS ERROR ")I 
0 :: L.OC i<2*BLOCK S1ZE); 




3::,6 1 BEGIN''COMMENT• TOSS THIS BLOCK OUT ANO READ IN A NEW ONE; 
351 'IF• CURRENT BLOCK f •1 •T~EN' TO ORUM(COOE BUFFER, OFFSET+BLOCK SIZE* CURRENT BLOCKlJ 
3,8 1 IF' ALREADY USEO(QJ 
3,9 'THEN• FROM DRUM(CUDE BUFFER,OFFSET + BLOCK SIZE* Q) 
36U 'ELSE• 'l:IEGIN' •For1• 11=0 1 STEP 1 l •uNTIL' BLOCK SIZE • 1 •DO• COOE BUFFER[ I J := OJ 
3t:>l ALRt::ADY USED [Q J : : 1 TRUE' I 
3cl/ 'END'; 
Jo3 CURRENT BLOCK:: Q 
3C>4 'END'; 
36, CODE BUFFER[(LOC12l•CURRENT BLOCK* t!LOCK SIZEl :: VAL; 




1 CDMMENT 1 SCAN AND EVALUATE AN OPERAND fiELO; 
•INTEGER' MODE,REG,VALUE; 
• tlEG ! NI lh01RECT:: 1 FALSE'; 
'IF• L.EX[MARKERJ: AT 'THEN' 'BEGIN' INDIRECT:: 'TRUE• l MARKER :: MARl<gR + 1l 
11ft L.EX[MARKERl= HATCH . . 
'THEN' 
•BEG1IP 'COMMENi• IMMEDIATE OR .At!SOLUTE MODE, #E, AT# E 
HA~KERJ: MARKER+ 11 
VALUEl= EXPR(MARKER); 
•.IF 1 VALUE •GE' SIT16 1 TH~N' ERR2("REGISTER ? 
REGl: 7l 
MODE:: ' , F 1 1 ND I RECT 'THEN 1 3 'ELSE' 2 
I END. 
1 ELSE' 1 1F• LEX[MARKERl= MINUS A L.EX1MARKER +1]= OPEN 
'THEN• 
1 6EGIN 1 1 COMMENT 1 MODE •(RJ 




• IF' LEX[MARKER-1] t CLnHE •THEN• ERR2("CLoSE PAREN MISSING ">1 
1 IF•VALUE>BIT16+7v(VALUE<BIT16AVALUE>7) 'THEN• ERR2("REGISTER > 7 
REG:: AND(VALUE, BIT16•111 . 
MODE:: 1 IF' INDIRECT •THlN' 5 1 ELSE 1 41 
MARKER :: MARKER+ ll 
'END• 
1 ELSE 1 •1F• LEX[MARKER]a OPEN 
•THEN' 
'BEGIN• •COMMENT• (R) , (R)+ , ~T (R) , AT (R)+ l 
MARKCR:: MARKER+ ll 
VALUE:: EXPR (MARKER); 
'If' LEX[MARKER•l]tCLOSE •THEN' ERR2("CLOSE PAREN MISSING tt)J 
1 IF• LEX[MARKER] : PLUS 
'THEN• 
1 BEGIN 1 .'COMMENT' (R)+, AT (R)+ 


















































1 1F•VALUE>BIT16+7 • iVALUE<BIT16 R VALUE>7) ~THEN• ERR2!~REGISTER > 7 
REG:: AND (VAL.UE,B1Tl6•1ll 
MODE:= •1F 1 INDIRECT •THEN' J 'ELSE' 21 
1 END' 
'ELSE• 
'BEG1N' •CDMMENT 1 (R) , AT (R) I 
MODEi: 1 1F 1 INDIRECT •TH~N• 7 1 ELSE 1 11 
1 1F'VAL~E>BIT16+7v(VALUE<BIT16AVALUE>7) 'THEN• ERR2("REGISTER > 7 
REG:: AND(VALUE, 81Tl6•1J; 
VALU~:: Q; 



































































1 1::LSE• 'BEGIN' 'COMMENT' E(R), CE(R), E, IH 
VALUE:: EXPR(MARKER); 





1 1F' LEX[MARKER•1] t CLOSE 1 THEN• ERR2("CLOSE PAREN MISSING ")I 
MARKt::R :: MARKER+ 1; 
MOOE,: 1 If' INDIRECT •THt::N' 7 1 ELSE 1 61 
•1F•TMP>BIT16~7v(TMP<BITl6ATMP>7)'THEN 1 ERR2 (•REGISTER> 7 
REG:: ANO(TMP,BIT16•1)l 
1 lf 1 VALUE 1 GE 1 81T10'THt::N' ERR2("TRUNCATION ERROR «); 
'ENO' 
'ELSE 1 ' If' VALUE •GE• 8 I T16 
•THEN' 
'BEGIN' 
. MOOE :: 1 If• INDIRECT 'THEN' 1 'ELSE• 01 
REG:: •(BIT16•VALUE)J 
1 1F 1 .REG > 7 'THEN' ERR 0;!'1•R!:'.GISTER > 7 11 )1 
'END' . 
'EL$E• !BEGIN' MOOE :: 1 IF 1 INDIRt.:CT 'THEN• 7 'ELSE• 61 
REG:: 7 
. •END• 
•EN1> 1 OPERANDI 
1 EN0 1 
'INTEGER' 1 Pp0CEQURE 1 EXPR(MARKER)I 
1 1NTEGER 1 MARKER; 
1 BE~IN• •COMnENT• EVALUATE AN EXPR STOP WHEN COMMA, RIGHT 
PAR~N, OR NEXT SOURCE TtXT LINE SCANNED; 
1 INTEGER• VALUE,CHAR,TMP; 
TMP:: VALUE:: 01 
'IF' MARKER> LAST 'THEN• ERR2("MISSING OPERAND ")I 
CHAR:: LEX[MARKERJ: 
'IF• CHAR: PLUS v CHAR: MINUS 1 THEN•· •GOYO' TERM; 
1 IF' CHAR:PERCENT v CHAk:POINT 1 THEN' 'GOTO' SYM; 
•) I 
'IF' CHAR:COMMA v CHAR=UPEN v CHAR:CLOSE v CHAR<BIT16 'THEN' ERR2( 11 MISSING OPERAND •)1 
'IF' CHAR=l31135 •TH!N' ERR2("PARITY ERROR ")l 
'IF 1 CHAR i BIT17 'THEN' •GOTO' SVM 'ELS~• ERR2(•BA~ CHAR JN EXPR ")I 
•COMMENT' 1DENTIFIER, PERCENT OR DOT EXPECTED HERE; 
TERM: ~ARKER :: MARKER+ 1; 
, SVM: CH/IRl: LEX[MARKER] I 
'IF• CHAR=131135 'THEN' ERR2("PARITV ERROR "ll · • 
'IF' ~ARKER > LAST 'THEN• ERR2("MISS!NG OPERAND •); 
'IF• CHAR= PERCENT 'THEN• \BEGIN• TMP:: dlT161 MARKER:= MARKER+ 11 CHARI= LEX[MARKER] •END'I 
1 1F' CHAR<BIT16 • (CHAR>BIT17 • CHARfPOINT l 1 THEN' ERR2(•SYNTAX ERROR IN EXPR•); -
TMP2:;• IF 1 CHAR=POINT 'THEN• ILC 'ELSE• ~NO(SYMBOL TABLE[3 • (CHAR•BIT16)], BfT18•1)J 
'IF' /INO(TMPp, BIT171 'hE' O •THEN• ERR~1•UNDEFINEO SYMBOL ")l 
'1F 1 TMP2~ 81T16 'THEN' •BEGIN' TMPI: 811161 TMP2:= TMP2•BIT16 •ENO'I 
TEM:: LEX[HARKER-111 
OP: 'IF' TEM: PLUS 1 T~EN• VALUE:: VALUE+ TMP2 
'ELSE' 'IF' TEM= MIN~S •THEN 1 VALUE:; VALUE +('IF' TMP2=0. •THEN' 0 •ELsEi 65536 • TMP2) 
'ELSE' 'IF' TEM= AANO 'THEN' VALUE:= ANO\VALUE,TMP21 
'ELSE 1 1 Jf' TEM= OOR •T"EN' VALUEI: OR(VALUE, TMP2) 
'ELSE• 1 IF' TEM:pE_RCENT •THEN' •BEGIN' TEM::LEX[MARKER•2]1 

































































•ELSE' •BEGIN• TEM:: PLUSJ 1 GOT0 1 OP 'END 1 J 
'IF' VALuE=O 'THEN' VALuE:=o; 
1 1F 1 VALUE a BIT16 'THEN 1 VALUE :: AND(VALUE,32767)1 
MARKER:: MARKER+ 1 
CHA~ := LEX[MARKER]l 
1 1f' ,HAR*COMMA ~ CHAR ♦OPEN ~ CHAR,CLOSE ~ CHAR~ BIT16 'THEN' •GOTO' TERM; 
EXPk:: VALUE • TMPl 
MARKEk:: MARKER+ 1l 
•ENO' EXPRI 
'CO,~MENT' INITIALIZE THE ASSEMBLER I 
BEGTIM. ;: T1j.1E.1 
LOW~ST ADDRESS := 1000000l HIGHEST ApDRESS :: nJ 
TOOBIG::IOADORl ECTR :: 01 MIDDLE :: 'FALS~•; 
CURl'lf:N-T BLOCK : = •1 l 
TEXT PAGES ON ORUM l= NEXT PAGE :: Ol 
ENO WAS MISSING := 'FALSE•l 
STA~TING ADDRESS :: 2561 
Pill,~EOP :: J07l 
CHAR::F•RST::ILC::1::NEXLEX:=IDN:cHASH::TMP::TMP1:•TMP21:TMP3::TMP41=NEXT3::PREVINDEXl:OPCODE:aEXTRAWOROS;a.QJ 
EMPTV::MAXEXTRAS::COMMA CTR:aNEXTEXTl:LASTl:•Ol 
BIT/:: 12t!l BIT14:: 16384; BIT16:~ 65536lBIT17::1310721 BIT18::262144l BIT19l=524288l BIT22:=4194304l 
ASSIGN:=LIVE ONE :: ODO i: 1 FALSE'I 
ESCAPE :: •27l 
IL.C :: 256; NEXLEX :: 1l POS :: Ol NEXT3 ::Q; PRIME :: 1371 
EMP TV : : 11 
'FOR• 1:= l •STEP' 1 •uNT1L 1 PRIME 1 00' AUX[,J:= 01 
1 FOH• 1:: 1 •ST~p• 1 •UNTIL' SYMBOL TABLE blZE •DO•SYMBOL TABLE(IJ:•o; 
•FOR• I:= :1. •STEp• l •uNTIL 1 MAXLEX 1 00 1 LEX( 1.J:= 01 
N,xrExT:=l: PAD :: 1271 CPTR:=11 
PASSTwo:= 'FALsg,; 
CR SYMBOL:: 1341 LF SYMBOL:: 135: NC SYM~OL:: 1191 COMMA SYMBOL!= 87; 
SEMI SYMBOL:: 91: POINT SVMBOLl: 88; SPACE SYMBOL:= 93l COLON SYMBOL:: "901 
HATCH SYMBOL:= 125: AT SYMBOL:= 12B1 OPEN SYMBOL:= 98l CLOSE syMBOLl:991• 
PLUS sv~BOL:: 64; MINUS SvMBOLl= 65; AND SYAijOL:= 123: OR SYMBOL:= 129; 
PtRCENT SYMBOL:= :1.32; EQUAL SYMBOL :: 70l 
COM~A::C0~11ASVMBoL+B1Tl71 Pu1~T::POINTSVMB0L+BIT17l HATCH:=HATCHSYMBOL+BIT17l 4T:=ATSYMBOL+BIT17l 
OPEN::oPENSVt1BOL+B1T17: CLOSE:=CLOSESYMBOL+B,T17l PLuS:=PL.USSVMBOL+B1T17; MINUs:=MINUSSYMBOL+BiT17; 
AAND::ANOSYMB0L+BIT17: OORl:ORSYMBOL+BIT:1.71 ¥ERCENTl:PERCENTSYMBOL.+BIT17l 
'FO~• Q::U 'STEP• 1 'UNT,L' 20 •00 1 ALREADY USEO[Q] :: •FALSE•; 
1 CO~MENT' PRE LOAD THE SVMBDLS PRS, PRB, PPS, PPB, TPS, 1P8, PIRI 
ION :: 3; i0[4l :: 10(5] :: 10[6] :: PAD: 
10[.i,] :: 25: 10[2] :·: 27: 1D13] :: 28: 
SYMdOL TABLE[3*L00KUP(J)J :: IOAOOR; 
IO(J] := :1.1l SYMBOL TABL.El3*LOOKUP(J)] :: 10 Ar'lDR + 2 
ID[<!] :: 25; 10[3] :: 28: SYMBOL TABLE[J*LOOKUP(J)J i; 10 AOOR + 41 
1D[3] :: lll SYMBOL. TABLE[3*L00KUP(J) J :: IU ADDR + 6 































































10[31 :a 111 SVMBOL TABL.E[3•LOOKUP(J)J I• 10 ADDR + 101 
IO[Ll 1: 251 ID[2J::18; 10[311•271 SVMBOL TA8LEl3•LOOKUP(J)JlaiOAODR+121 
•COMMENT' SKIP FORWARD UNTIL A ,TITLE LINE IS SEENI 
'f0il' I := 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 6 •oo• 
•eEGtN• 10[1] :: RESVMBOLI 
' IF' IO [ I J = w 4096 1 THEN' END OF RUN 
'END•; 
ION:: bi 
SEEK: •tF• tD[lJ=POINT SVMBOL • 10[2]:29 • 10131:18 • 1014]=29 • 10[51=21 • 10(61=14 
•THEN' 'BEGIN• CHAR := RESVMBOLJ 
'END' 
'FOR• CHAR :: NEXTSVM •WHILE' CHAR* CR SVMBOL •00 1 I 
L.EXlll :: ILC; 
LEX[2J I= 24*BIT1ol 
NEXL.EX I: 31 
•ELSE' 'BEGIN• •;OR• ·11:1 •STEP• 1 'UNTIL' 5 •oo• 10111 :: 10(1+1]1 
10(6) :s RESYMBOL; . . --
111' 1 10[6] " •4090 .1THEN 1 ENO OF RUN •ELSE• 'GOTO' SEEK 
'END' J 
•COMMENT' MAIN LOOP Of' PASS1 BEGINS HERE; 
'COMMENT' EVERV LINE or SOURCE TEXT, INLCUOING BLANK LINES, CAUSES ANENTRY OF AT LEAST 2 WORDS TO BE MADE 
IN L.EX, THIE FIRST CONTAINS THE ILC, THE SECOND THE OPCODE; 
NtWCARD: flRST:: NEXLEXI 
LEX[FIRST]l:IL.Cl LEX[FIRST+1l1:20•BIT16I 
OLDILC :: ILC; 
OPCOOEl=2QI MAXEXTRAS::J; 
LIVE ONE:: ASSIGN:: ATPAR ;c ASSIGN ERR :: PERCENT SEEN:=•FALSE•; 
NEXLEX :: FIRST+ 21 •IF 1 NEXLEX > MAXLEX •THEN• FATAL; 
CO~'MA CTR:= O; 
EXTRA WORoS:: 01 
PASSl: CH~R:: NExTSV~: 
SKIP: 
1 1f' CHAR: SPACE SVM130L •Tt-tEN' 'GOTO• PASSll 
1 IF• CHAR : CQ SYMBOL. •THEN• 1 GOT(J 1 C1<RET; 
•IF 1 CHAR: SEMI SYMtlOL.'THt:N 1 1 GOTO• EAT COMMENT;. 
'If' CHAR 'NE• POINT SYMBOL• (CHAR< 10 ¥CHAR> 35) •THEN' ERR(1)J 
'COMMENT• MUST BE LABEL OR OPCODE; . . 
GET IOl 
•C~MMENT• CHAR NOW CONTAINS FIRST CHARACTER AFTER IOI 
!IF' CHAR: SPACE SYMBOi. 'THEN' 'BEGIN• CHARI: NEXTSVM1 'GOTO• s1(1p·•Eii"oi"i -----
•cCnMENT• COLON MEANS THE IDENTlf'IER,WAS A LABEL.I, 
•tf• CHAR: COLON SVMBOL 
'THEN• •BEGIN' EAT LABEi.i 1GOTO• PASSI 'END• 
'ELSE• • I I' 1 CHAR : EQUAL SYMBOL I -,-HE"I' 
'BEGIN' ASSIGN:= 1 TRUE 11 
CHAR :: NEXTSVMl 
' I 1'01 ID [ 1 J : PO I NT SYMBOL ,. I UN : 1 
'THEN' LEX[FIRST+t)l:81Tlb•22 
'ELSE• 1 BEGIN 1 LEX[FIRST+lJ :: 811'16•22 + LOOKUP(TMP)l 
'ENO'J 
'END• 
'ELSE I OPL.OOKUP ;· 
'IF' AND(TMP,B1T17l = 0 'THEN• ERR(5); 

































































'COMMENT' PROCESS THE OPERANDS; 
•1F• CHAR: SPACE SYMBOL •THEN• •~EGIN• CHARl:NEXTSYMl •GOTO• -GOPER 1 END'l 
1 Jf 1 CHAR: C~ SYMBOL 'THEN' 'GOTO• CARET; 
1 CDNMENT ■ CHECK TU SlE IF THIS IS THE ,ASCII PSEUDO OP, IF SO THE DATA CHARACT£RS MUST BE PACKED I 
'If' OPCODE: 7 'THEN• 
'BEGIN' TEM l: CHARl 
'FOR• CHAR::NEXTSYM 'WHILE' CHAR. CR SYMBOL •DO• 
'BEGIN• TMP4 :: Y(CHAR]l 
1 JF 1 CHAR: TEM 
1 THEN 1 'BEGIN' EXTRAWORDS ::(EXTRAWORDS+1)•0IV' 21 
NEXLEX :: FIRST+ 2 + EXTRA WOROSJ 
'GOTO' EAT co~MENT1 
1 END 1 
'ELSE' 'BEGIN• TMP1:= FIRST+ 2 + EXTRA WORDS 1 DIV'21 
'~NO' J 
LEX(TMPt]::• IF 1 EVEN(EXTRAWORDS)~1 • 
'THEN•23•BIT16+TMP4'ELSE 1 LEX(TMP1]+256•TMP4l 
EXTRA WORDS :: EXTRA WORDS+ 11 
1 END 1 1 
ERR( b) 
I ENO'; 
•1F• CHAR: SEMI SYMBOL 'THEN• •GOTO' EAT COMMENT; 
1 1F 1 CHAR< 10 
'THEN' 1 BEGIN• Gt:T INTI 
LEX[NEXLEXJ:: BIT16 + LOOKUP(TMP)l 
Nl::XLEX:: NEX~EX + 11 
'rF' NEXLEX > MAXlEX 1 THEN' FATALl 
L1VE ONE := 'TRUE•; 
1 END 1 
•ELSE' 
1 EL·SE' 
'Ir• CHAR< 36 1 THEN 1 
'BEGIN• Gl::TIOI 
1 END' 
Ll::X[NEXLEXl:= 61Tt6 + LOOKUP(TMP)l 
• rF' ANO(TMP 1 BIT16): 0 ITHEN 1 
L,VE ONE:: •TRUE'; 
nt:xLe:x:= NEXLEX + 1; 
1 1F' NEXLEX > MAXLEX 1 THEN 1 FATALl 
1 BEGIN• 'COM~ENT' IT IS ONE OF THE SPECIAL CHARACTERSJ 
1 1F 1 CHAR=133 1 THEN 1 CHAR::AT S~MBOL 1 ELSE 1 •1F 1 CHAR:80•THEN•CHARl=ANOSYMBOL 
1 ELSE• 1 Ir' CHAR:79 •THfN 1 CHAR::OR SYMBOL; 
'1F' CHAR:PERCENT SYMBOL 1 THEN 1 PERCENT SEEN IP 'TRUE'J 
LCX[NEXLEXJ:: 81"17 + CHAR; 
1 1F 1 CHAR= COMMA SYMBOL 1 THEN• 
'BEGIN' 'IF 1 PERCENT SEEN 'THEN• LIVE ONE :: •FALSE•J 
1 END 1 I 
1 1F 1 LIVE ONE •THEN•EXTRA WORDS 1: EXTRA WORDS+ 11 
LIVE ONE:: •FALSE 1 l 
COMMA CTR:: COMMA CTR+ 1 
PERCENT •EEN :: 'FALSE•; 
1 IF 1 LEX[NEXLEX•1l=CLOSE A ATPAR 1 TH!N• EXTRA WORDS I• EXTRA WORDS+ 11 
ATPA~ :: 'FALSE 1 1 
•1F' CHAR:CLOSE SYMBOL 1 THEN 1 LIVE ONE := •FALSE•; 
Nt:XLEX:: NEXLEX + 1; 
'•F' CHAR: POINT SYMBOL 'THEN' LIVE ONt :: 1 TRUE 1 J 

































































'IF' CHAR: OPEN SYMBOL ALEX[NEXLEX•2l•AT 1 THEN1 ATPAR :• 1 TRUE 1J 
'1F' NEXLEX > MAXLEX •THEN' FATALl 
CHAR:: NEXTSVMI 
'GOTO' GOPERI . 
EAT COMME~T: 'IF• CHAR* cR SYMeOL'THEN' 'BEblN' CHAR::NEXTSVM; 'GOTO'EAT COMMeNT 'ENO'I 
CARET: •1F• ASSIGN 
•THEN' 
'AEGIN' MARKER :: FIRST ♦ 21 
LEX[NEXLEX] :" OJ 
LAST :: NEXLEX • 11 
TMP :: EXPRIMARKERll 
TMP1 :s ANDILEX[FIRST+11,tl1T16•1); 
'END' 
'ELSE' 
'IF' TMPl " 0 1 THEN' ILC ;,: TMP 'ELSE• SYMBOL TABLE!:S•TMP1J :• TMPJ 
'IF• TMP1:0 A TMP ~BIT16 •THEN• ERR(12)l . 
NEXLEX :=FIRST+ 2 l LEX[NEXLEX]:co; 
1 1F 1 MAXEXTRAS ♦ 3 'THEN• 
'ELSE' 
'BEGIN' 'IF I OPCODE" 5 'THEN' 
1 ELSE•· 'IF I OPCODE: 6 
'ELSE' 'IF' OPCODE: 7 
1 ELSE 1 I IF' OPCODE: U 
'ELSE' t IF'' OPCODE =23 
•BEGIN' 1 1F• PERCENT SEEN 'THEN' LIVE ONE :: 1 FALSE'I 
•IF• LIVEONE •THEN' EXTRAWORDs:=EXTRAWOROS+1J 
•ENLJt 
ILC.: := 




•IF 1 LEX[NEXLEX-1]=CLOsE A ATPAR 'THEN' EXTRA WORDS i ■ EXTRA WORDS •11 
TMP::•IF' COMMA CTR>O•THEN 1 COMMACTR+1 1 ELSE••!F 1 NEXLEX•FIRST+2'TH!N 1 0 1 ELSE 1 11 
•IF• T~P > MAXEXTRAS 1 THEN• ERR(7ll . 
•IF• TMP < MAXEXTRAS ITHEN' ERR(14)l 
•IF•OPCOOEt?4•THEN'ILC :: ILC + 2 ·+ 2•EXTRAWOROSJ 
• IF•OPCOOE=9 1 THEN' •GoTo• PASS21 
ILC +ii:?* (COMMA CTR•l) 
ILC : = ILC + cOMMACTR+1 
ILC :: ILC + EXTRAWORDS 
ILC :: OLOILC+2 
ILC := ILC + 2•(COMMA CTR+ 3) 
'ELS!::' 'IF I OPCODE : 8 ,. !::VEN( !LC) 'NE' 1 •THENI ILc:: ILC + 1 
'EN0 1 ; 
1 1F 1 2•(1LC 1 01V'2l ' ILC 'THEN' ILC ;: ILC ♦ 11 
•IF• ASSIGN ERR •THlN' ILC :: ILC • 21 
MIDDLE I: •TRUE'l 
'If' OPC00E>11,. OPC00E<18 'THEN• IL~:: OLD!LC + 2l 
'IF• ILC < LOWEST ADDRESS 1 THEN' LOWl::ST ADDRESS := ILC; 
•IF' ILC > HIGHEST ADDRESS 'THEN' HlbHEST ADDRESS:: ILCl 
•GOTO' NEWCAROI 
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'COMMENT' INITIALIZE SECOND PASS OF THE ASSEMBLER; 
PASS2: 
1 IF 1 POS:1 'THEN' TEXT[NEXTEXT]l:BIT16•~EXT3+257•CRSYMBOL 
•ELSE' 1 1F• POS:2 'THEN' TEXT[NEXTEXf] :: 256•NExT3 + CRSYMBOL 
1 ELSE' TEXT[NEXTEXT] l: (BIT16+2::>6+ll • CR SYMijOLI 
NEXTExT:: PCS: ■ LAST:: OJ PASSTWO:: 'TRUE'J 
PRINTTEXT(" ERROR ME51AGES ADDRESS INST IMMED1 IMME02 SOURCE STATEMENT")! NLC~I NLCRJ 
'COMMENT• SE! IF THE DRUM WAS USED FOR STORING TEXT, IF SO, WRITETHE LAST BUFFER LOAD OUT, AND BRING IN THE FIRSTJ 
'IF' TEXT PAGES ON ORUM t O •THEN' 
'BEGIN' To DRUM(TEXT,TEXT BUFF~R ~IZF.•TEXT PAGES ON DRUM); 
FROM DRUM(TEXT 1 U)l 
TEXT PAG~S ON DRUM :: TEXT PAGES ON DRUM+ 1 
I END I; 
'FOR• ll= o•sTEP• 1 1 UN'flL 1 BLOCK SIZE• 1 1 D0 1 CODE BUFFER{IJ;=Ol 
'COMMEN'f• SEE IF DRUM WILL BE NEEDED FOR OBJECT CODE, IF SO, ZERO THE NEEDED PAGES! 
1 1F 1 t"IGfiEST ADDRESS l!BLOCK SIZE 1 THE:N 1 
'BEGIN' 1 FOR 1 1:: 0 •STEP' 1 1 UNTIL 1 8 'D0 1 TO ORUMCCODE BUFFER,l•Bl.OCK SIZE+OF'F'SET)J 
'ENO'; 
•COMMENT' MA:N LOOP OF PASS TWOJ 
SETUP: FIRST: ■ LAST+ 11 
LAST:: F1RST + 2: 
'FOR' ll:, 1 •WHILE' LEX(LAST] 'DIV' BIT1b 1 NE 1 0 1 D0 1 LAST:= LAST• ll 
LAST:: LAST -1: 
II.Cl: LEX[FIRSTJ; 
MARKER:: FIRST+ 2: 
OPCOD~l= LEX[FIRST + 11 1 DIV' BIT16l 
'IF' OPCODE= 0 'THEN• OPCODE I: 0: 
INST :: -(BIT16*0PCODE • LEX[F'IRST+l)ll 
'GOTO' TYPE[oPCODEJ; 
CANT: PRl~TTEXT(•CAN7 GET HERE, THIS MESSAGE WILL NEVER BE PRINTED")l 
LISTING(0)J 
\I/ORI): T IF-ll ■ I LCl 
INST:: EXPR(MARKER)l 
EM1T(TIM 1 1NST)I 
1 1F 1 LEX[MARKER-1] < BIT16 'THEN 1 1.ISTINC.(1)1 
TIM:: TI r1 .+ 2: 
DATA11: EXPR{MARKER); 
EM1 T(T 114,DATAll; 
'IF' LEX[MARKER•l]< d1Tl6 1 THEN 1 LIST1NG12)1 
TIM::' TJM + 21 
DATA2l: EXPR(MARKER)l 
EMIT(T:M,DATA2ll 
\1/00P: 1 1F'' LEX[MARKER-1] < BIT16 1 THEN• LIST1NG(J)l 
TIM: ■ T'IM + 2: 
TMP1: ■ EXPR(MARKER)l 
EMIT(TjM,, TMPl·ll 
'GOTO' WOOP; 
BYTE: 1 F.01' 1, 1·:= 1 •STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 6 •oo• IOllll= Ol 
I ON : : 0; 
'FOR' IDtl :: ION + 1 1 W·HILE• MARKER S LAST " ION S 6 'D0 1 
































































•IF' IO[IONJ>BIT16'THEN' ERR2("REGISTER NOT ALLOWEO")l 
'IF 1 ID[ION)>255 1 THtN'ERR2( 11 TRUNCATION ERROR '1 )1 
•ENOtJ 
I ON : :, I [IN • 1 l 
1 1F 1 ION: 0 'THEN' ERR2("AODRESS FltLO EMPTY 11 )1 
INST:: 256 * 10[21 + 10[1ll 
DATA1:: 256 * 10[41 + ID[3JJ 
DATA2::256 • 10(6] + 10[511 
'1F• ION 'GE• 1 1 THEN 1 EMIT( 11.C, INST) l 
1 1F• ION 1 C:.E• 3 1 THEN• EMIT(II.C + 2, DATA1)l 
'tF• ION •GE• 5 1 THEN 1 EMIT ( ILC + 4, 0AiA2)J 
I : : I LC + 4; 
1 FOR 1 1::1+2 'WHILE' MARKERS LAST 1 00' 
1 BEGIN 1 TMP1l:TMP2:= 0 l 
TMPl := EXPR(MARKER); 
'EN0 1 l 
•1F 1 MARKERS LAST 1 THEt, 1 TMP2:=EXPR(MAR~ER)l 
EMIT(1,256•T~P2+TMP1)l 
LISTING('lf'' IDN>4'THEN 1 3 'ELSE• IDN+l .l,:.I)! 
ASCII: ION:: LAST • F IRST•ll 
INST:: LEX[FtRST + 2) • 23 * 81Tl6l 
DATA11: LEX[FIRST + 31 • 23 * BIT16l 
DATA2:: LEX[FIRST + 4] • 23 * BIT161 
1 IF 1 IDIJ 'GE• 1 1 THEN 1 EMIT( ILC, INST); 
'IF' ION 'C.E• 2 'THEN• EMIT(ILC + 2, DATA1)1 
'tF• ION. 'GE• 3 'THEN• EMIT(ILC + 4, DATA2)1 
'IF' ION 'LE• 3 1 THEN 1 Lt STING ( ION); 
•FOR• 1:: FIRST+ 5 •STEP' l •UNTIL' LAST •oo• 
EMIT(ILC + I • F1RST, LEX(II • 23 * BITlb)l 
LISTlt.G(3)J 
IVEN: LtSTINGIO): 
ENDI 1 1F 1 ENO WAS MISSING 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' PRINTTEXT(",ENO WAS MISSING 
SPACE(36ll PRINTTEXT(",ENO 
ECTR := ECTR +· ll 
'GOTO' EXECUTE; 
'END' J 
•) I OCTAL ( 256) I 
400")1 NL.CR; 
VAL.UEl:EXPR(MARKER); • IF 1 VALUE :tTOOBIG•T"IEN 1 •BEGIN 1 VAL.UE::256; -ERR2("ERR IN START ADOR 
SPACE(22)l ocTAL(VALUEll SPACE(26); 




INST:a INST+ 512 •MODE+ 64 • REGI 
1 IF• (MODE> 5) v (MODE• 2 A REG: 7) " (MODE:3 A REG~7) 'THEN• 
'BEGt~• tDN:: 10N + ll 
OATA11= •IF' MODE> 5 A REG: 7 'THEN• VALUE•ILC•lDN•ION 'ELSE' VALUEI 
1 1F• DATA1 < -0 1 THEN 1 DATA1:=65536+0ATA1 •ELSE• •Ir• 0ATA1•0 1 THEN• DATA1 I• 01 
1 ENO'l - . . 
OPERANO(MOOE,REG,VALUE)l 
INST:: IHST + 8 •MODE+ REG; 
• 1F• <Moc-E > !>> v 1r,,oot·= 2 A REG= 7> .. (MODE= J A REG" 7> •THEN' 
'BEGIN' 10N:: ION + 1: 
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OATA21= •IF' MOOE> 5,. REG: 7 'THEN• VALUE•ILC•ION•ION 'ELSE' VALUEl 
1 1F 1 OATA2 < 0 'THEN• DATA2:=65536+0ATA2 'ELSE• •IF 1 OATA2:0 'THEN• OATA2 :: 01 
1 IF• ION: 2 •THEN• OATA1:= OATA2 
'ENO'l 
EMIT( !LC, INST); 
'IF' ION> 1 'Tt'iEN' EMIT( !LC+ 2, DATA 1)1 




INST:: INST+ B *MODE+ REG: 
'IF' CMOOE > 5> v (MOoE: 2 ,. REG: 7) v (MODE= 3 ,. REG= 7) •THEN' 
'BEGIN' 10N:: ION + 1: 
OATA1:: •IF' MOOE> 5,. REG: 7 'THEN• VALUE• ILC•IDN.10N 1 ELSE 1 VALUEl 
•IF• OATAl < 0 1 Tt-iEN• DATA1:=65536+0ATA1 •ELSE• •IF• 0ATA1=0 'THEN• 0ATA1 :: 01 
I ENO' I 
EMIT( ILC, INST); 
'IF' ION> 1 'THEN• ,EMIT(ILC + 2, OATA1); 
LIST!t.G(1DN): 
NOOP: t~17( !LC, INST); 
LISTlt.G(l); 
TRAP: TMP:: EXPR(MARKER); 
1 1F 1 TMP 1 GE1 BIT16 'THEN' ERR2("REG NOT ALLOWED ")l 
'IF• TMP ~ 256 'THEN' ERR2( 11 TRUNCATION E~ROR ")l 
INST:: INST+ TMP; 
EMIT(ILC,INST) 
LISTING(l>l 
BRl TMP:: EXPR(MARKER); 
'IF• TMP2 01T16 •THEN• ERR2("BR TO REG ILLEGAL ")I 
,,,, EVEtJ(n1p) 'NE• 1 'THEN• ERR2("BR To ODO ADDRESS "); 
TMP1:= (TMP•tLC-2) 10,v, 2; 
'tF• TMPl > 127 v TMP1 < •128 1 THEN' ERR2(»TOO FAR 11 )1 
INSr:c INST+(' IF' TMPl •GE• 0 'THEN' TMP1 !ELSE• 2~6 + TMP1)1 
EMIT( ILC, INST): 
t..lSTING(ll°l 
RTS: TMP:: EXPR(MARKER)I 
1 IF• TMP > e1T16 •Tt-iEN' TMP:: TMP•BIT16:· 
1 1F 1 TMP > 7 'THEN' ERR2( 11 REGISTER > 7 "); 
INST:c INST + TMP; • 
EMIT ( I LC, INST): 
I.ISTING(ill 
MUL: OPERANO(MOOE,REG,VALUE)l 
'IF' LEX[MARKERJ ~ OPEN •THEN' ERR2("FIELO 2 MUST BE REG •)I 
TMP1:: EXPR(MARKER)I 
'IF• TMP1 < B1Tl6 •THEN• ERR2("f1ELD 2 MUST BE REG ")I 
MULL: TMP1 := TMpl - BtT16l 
' IF' 1'MP1 > 7 'THEN I ERR2 ("REGISTER > 7 ") l 































































EMIT( !LC, INST)l 
1 1F• NOOE> 5 • (MOOE: 2 • REG= 7) • (MOUE= 3 •REG:?) 
1 THEN' 'DEGIN' 0ATA1:: 11F' MOOE> 5 • R~G: 7 'THEN• VALUt.lLC•4 
E~IT(ILC+2,0ATA1)l 




MARK: TMP:: EXPR(MARKER)l 
'IF' TMP > 63 1 THEN 1 ERR2("NN MUST BE 1•D3 ")l 
INST:: IUST ,. TMP; 
EMIT( ILC, INST); 
LISTING(l)l 
soe: K := EXPR(MARKER)l 
'IF' K < BIT16 'THEN' ERR2(;'1'1ELD 1 MIIST !IE REG 11 ); 
11F• K > B1Tl6 + 7 •THEN' ERR2("REGIST(R > 7 11 ); 
TMPl :: EXPR(MARKER); , 
TMP2:: •(TMP1•1LC•2) 'DIV' 2l 
'IF' TMP2.< O ,v TMP2 > 63 'THEN• ERR2("Tuo FAR .,, 
INST :: 1NST + 64 * (K•BIT16) + TMP2l 
EMIT(ILC,INST)l . 
L lST I t,G(l); 
'COMMENT' JSR PC, SUBRI 
JSR: OPERANO(MCOE,REG,K)l 
1 1F 1 K ~ BIT10 'THEN' K :: K•BIT16l 
1 1F• MOOE t O • K>7 1 THEN' ERR2("FIELO 1 MUST BE REG ")I 
OPERAND(MOOE,REG,VALUE)l 
'IF I i"OOE : 0 1 Tl"IEN 1 . ERR2( "JSR TO REG ILLEGAL 11 ) l 
I ON :: l; 
'IF' (MOOE>5) • CMODE=2•REG:7) • (MOOE=3•REG=7) 1 THEN 1 
'BEGIN' ION :: ION + 1l 
1 ELSEt VALUEJ 
1 1F 1 0ATA1~0 •THEN' DATA1 :e OJ 
DATAl :: • 1F• MOOE> 5 • REG:7 •THEN' VALUE•ILC•4 •ELSE•VALUEl 
•1F• DATAl<O •THEN' DATAi:=65~36+0ATA1 1 ELSE• •1F• DATA1: 0 'THEN• DATAl l•OJ 
•ENO•; 
INST :c INST+ 64•K + 8•MODE • REGI 
EMIT(ILC,INST)l 
1 IF' ION >. 1 'THEN' EMIT( ILC+2,0ATA1)1 
LISTING( 10N)J 
TITLE: 











•GOTO• E [ INST l I 
ERR2( "FIRST CHAR OF LABEL"); 
ERM2( "TAG FOLLOWED ev? ")I 
ERR2( "UNDEFINED SVM ON RHS")I 
ERR2( "MIJLTIPLV Pt.FINED SVM")l 
ER~2( "LHS AL~EADV DEFINED 11 ); 
ER~2( "OPCODE UNKNOWN ")I 
ERR2( •Too ~ANY FiELDS "); 
ERR2( "NO CLOSING DELIMITER•); 




















9 I ,S 
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ERR2( "8 oR 9 IN OCTAL NUM 
ERR2( •Too MANY DIGITS 
PRINTTEXT("ERROR 1N RHS 
ERR2C "OVERFLOW 
OF EXPR•); SPACE(34)1 ECTR := 
ERR2( •Too FEW FIELDS 
"); 
It); 
ECTR + 1l LISTING(O)J 
PRINT: ~ATA1 :: 1l 
DATA2 :: EXPR(MARKER)l 
1 1F 1 0ATA2 ~ BIT16 'THEN• ERR2("REG NOT ALLOWED ")l 
EMIT( ILC, INST); 
EMIT(ILC+4,0ATA2); 
POOPPIF 1 LfX(MARKER•ll < BIT16 •THEN• 'BEGIN• EMIT(ILC+2,DATA1ll LISTING(3) 'END 1 J 
DATA1 :: DATA1 + ll 
K :: EXPR(MARKER); 
1 1F 1 K~B1Tlo 'THEN' ERR2("REG NOT ALLOWEU ")I 
EMIT( ILC+2*DATA1+2,K)l 
1 GOTO I POOP l 
CURE: OPERAND(MODE,REG,D~TAl)l 
1 1F 1 MODE to• REGt7 •ThEN' ERR2("ADDRE~s EXPECTED ~,, 
OPERAND(MOQE,REG,DATA2); 
1 I~' MODE to• REGt7 •ThEN 1 ERR2("ADDRESS EXPECTED "); 
1 1F 1 DATAl > TOCBIG •THlN' ERR2(",IRST F1ELD WRONG "ll 
1 If' DATA2 > TOOBIG •T~EN 1 ERR2("SECOND t IELD WRONG ")l 




XORl 1 1F' LEX(MARKERJ : OPEN 1THEN 1 ERR2("f1ELD 1 MUST BE REG ■); 
TMP1 l: EXPR(MARKER)l 




NLCR; NLCRl ABSFIXT(4,0,ECTR); PRINTTEXT(~ERRORS IN ABOVE ASSEMBLY ")I 
ABSFIXTC8,P,TIME•BEGTIM); PRINTTEXT("SECUNDS ASSEMB~Y TIME ")I 
1 EN0 1 ; 
1 6Eti1N' 'COMMENT• THIS PART Ji AN INTERPRETER FOR THE PDP•11 HAROWAREJ 
•REAL' BINWIOTH, BIT16, BYTE, C, CPU PRIORITY, DST, OST ADDR, DST INDEX, DST MODE, DST· OPERAND, DST REG, DONEBIT,ENABLE,FREELIST~EAC, 
II, Iii, INCR, INST TIME, INSTRUCT10N, TYPED, J, K, L1 LINECOUNT, LOWBIN, MAXPOS 1 MAXWORD, N, NEWLINE Syrt.eOL, I, 
NUM INTER,UPT SLOTS, OLD PC, OPCODl, ~RIG SRC REG VAL, ORIG DST REG VAL, PC, PIR, PIRWORD, POINTER, PRI, PRI INDEX, PRe, PRS• 
PPS, PSW, QUEUE NUMBER, SRC, SRC AUDR, SRC INDEX ■ SRC MODE, SRC OPERAND, SRC REG, SP, SPACER, STACKLIMIT, T, Tr,,P, Tr,P1, TrtP2, 
TPB, TRACEGRCUP, v, VEC, WHOLE DST, Z, ZERO, f'PB, TPS, INST, TMP3, INST COUNT, TYLIN, CHAR RD,CHARPUN, 
NMo~EO,NMODE1,NMODE2,NMODE3,NMODE4,NM~DE5,NMOVE6,NMODE7,NIMMED, NDIR, NPIC, NINTER, NADC, NADCB, NADD, NASL, NASLE,NASN,hASH~, 
NASR, NASRB, NBCC, NBCS, NBEQ, NBGl, NBGT, NBNI, NBIC, NBICB,Na1s, NalSS, NBIT, NBITB, NBLT, NBLE, NBLOS, NBr,1,heNE,NBPL,heP1, 
NBR, Neve, NBVS, hCLR, NCLRB, NCMP, NCMPB, NCOM, NCOMB, NCC, NDEC, NOECB, NDIV, NEMT, NHALT, ~INC, NINCB, NIOT, NJ,P, NJSR, 
NMOV, NMOVB, NMUL, NNEG, NNEGB, NR~ST, NROL, NROLB, NROR, NRORB, NRT1, NRTS, NRTT, NSBC, NSBCB, NSOB, NSPL, Nsue, NS~AB, ~sxi, 
NTRAP, NTST, NTST&, NWAIT, NXOR, NMARK,Q1,02l 
































































•BOOLEAN' OUPPER, POS DST, POS SRC, SUPPER, TRACE FLAG,LASTCHARWAS1191 
'INTEGER' 1 ARRAV•Ml•8:MAXCOREi2], 
INTERRUPT VECTOR[l:161, NEXT ON CHAIN[1:16], SPYl•1t128J, TRINOEX[1163l, TRLIST[11256], FIRST SL0Tl117JI 
'REAL• •ARRAV 1 INTERRUPT TIMEl0116l; 
1 INTEGER' PRS2, PRB2, PPS2, PPB2, TPS2, TPB2, PIR21 
•sw,TCH' INS'iRUCTION TYPE :: OP IS 0, MOV, CMP, BIT, BIC, BIS, ADD, OP IS 7, Op IS 8, Move, CMPB, BITB, BICB, BISB, sue,FP·T; 
•SW 1 TCH' OP O SPLIT:: MIXED, BRl, BR2, BRJ, JSR, ONE OPIES1, ONE OPIES2, ILLEGAL! 
•SWITCH• M1 XEOSPLIT :: NOAD, JMP, MIXE01, SWAB, BR, BR, BR, BRI 
'SWITCH' ~OADSPL1T :: HALT, WAIT, RTI, BPT, ,or, RESET, RTT; 
•SWITCH' MIXEDlSPLIT :: RTS, ILLEGAL, ILLEGAL, SPL, CLRCC, CLRCC, SETCC, SETCC: 
'SWITCH' ONE OPIES1 SPLIT :: CLR, COM, l~C, UEC, NEG, ADC, sec, TSTJ 
'SWITCH' ONE OP I ES2 SPI. IT : = ROR, ROL, ASR, ASL, MARK, I I.LEGAi., I LLEGAI., SXT I 
'SWITCH' OP 7 SPLIT := MUL, DIV, ASH, ASHC, t::xoR, ILLEGAL, ILLEGAL, soe, 
'SWITCH' OP 8 SPLIT :: BR4, BR5 1 BR6, BR7, ENTTRAP, ONE OPIES3, ONE OPIES4, ILI.EGALl 
'S~ITCH' ONf OPIES3 SPLIT :: CLRB~ COMB, INCtl, DECB, NEGB, AOCB, SBCB, TSTBI 
1 511/ITCH' ONE OPIES4 SPLIT l: RDRB, ROLB, ASP.ti, ASI.B, ILLEGAL, ILLEGAL, ILLEGAL, ILLEGAi.i 
'PROCEDURE' EVAL BOTH OPERANDS; 
•COMMENT' BOTH OPERANDS ·ARE EVALUATED, THE SOURCE ADDRESS, SOURCEOPERAND, DESTINATION ADDRESS ANO DESTINATION OPERAND ARE 
STORED 1N SRC ADOR, SRC OPERAND, DST ADOR, ~ND OST DPERAND·RESPECTIVEI.V, SUPPER (OUPPER) IS TRUE IFF THE SOURCE (DESTINATION) 
OPE~ANO IS AN ODD NUMBERED bYTE; 
'BE~INl SRC INDEX 1= •SRC REG• ll 
ORIG SRC REG VAi. := M[SRC INDEX]; 
DST INDEX :: •DST REG• 11 
ORIG DST REG VAL := M[DST INDEX]; 
SRC ADDR :: OPERAND AODRESS(SRC INDEX,SRC MODE,ORIG SRC REGVAL)I 
'IF• OST INDEX: •S •THEN' ORIG OST HEG VAi. : ■ M[•BJ; 
OST AOOR :: OPERAND AODRlSS(DST INDEX,OST MOOE,ORIG OST REGYAL); 
1 IF• SRC ADDR > MAXtORE •THEN' ERRDR1"SDURCE ADDRESS OUT oF BOUNDS•); 
•IF• DST ADDR > MAXCORE •THEN' ERRDR1•DESTINATION ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDs•)J 
S~'PPER :: • IF• SRC ADDR > 0 ,. EVEN(SHC ADOR) =!= 1 'THEN' •TRUE' 'ELSE' •FALSE'/ 
OllPPER : : ' IF' OST ADOR > U ,. EVEN ( DST AODR) ~ 1 'THEN• 'TRUE 1 1 El.SE' •FALSE• l 
'IF• OPCODE< 8 • SRC AODR > 0 • SUPPER •THEN' ERROR(•sOURCE ADDRESS ODO"); 
1 1F 1 OPCODE< 8 • OST AODR > 0 • DUPPER •THEN' ERROR(•DESTINATION ADDRESS 000")1 
SRC := '1F• SRC ADOR < 0 'THEN' SRC AODR 1 ELSE 1 SRC ADDR i 2l 
DST := '1F 1 DST ADDR < 0 'THEN• DST AODR •ELSE' DST AOOR i 2l 
W~OLE DST :: M[DST]I 
SRC OPERAf'<D := ',F' OPCODE < 8 'THEN• M[SRCJ 'ELSE' 'IF' SUPPER'THEN' M[SRCJ i .256 1 ELSE 1 ANO(M[SRCJ,255)1 
OST OPERAND :: 'IF' OPCODE< 8 'THEl•I• MIDST] 'ELSE' 'IF' DUPPER'THEN' M[OST] i 256 'ELSE' ANO(M[OST],255)1 
1 EN0 1 EVAL BOTH OPERANDS; , 
•PROCEDURE' (VAL ONE OPERAND; 
•COMMENT' SAME AS EVAI. BOTH OPERANDS BUT FOR DESTINATION ONLVJ 
'BEGIN• DST 1NOEX :: -DST REG • 11 . . ' 
ORIG DST REG VAL :: MtDST INDEX]; 
DST ADOP : ■ OPERAND ADDRESS(OST INDEX, DST MOOE, ORIG DST REG VAl.ll 
1 1ft OST ADDR > MAXCORE •THEN' ERROR("DESTINATION ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDS")! 
DUPPER :: 'IF 1 OST ADDR > 0 • EVEN(OST ADOR) f 1 'THEN• •TRUE' 'ELSE' •FALSE•J 
'lF• OPCOO~ < 8 • DST ADOR > 0 • DUPPER 'THEN' ERROR("OESTINATION ADDRESS OOO")l 
OST := 1 1F 1 OST ADDI< < O !THEN• DST AODR •El.SE• D'ST AODR J, 21 
WrOLE DST : ■ M[OST]l 
DST oPEPAND := 1 1F 1 OPCODE< e 'THEN• M(DST) 'ELSE' 1 1F 1 OUPPER'THEN 1 MIDST] J. 256 






























































1 . .54 
1 J:) 
1 INTEGER' 'PROCEDURE• OPERAND ADORESS(INDEX, 
•COMMENT' TH1S COMPUTES THE OPERAND ADDRESS, 
PARAMETER MODE, M[INDEXJ GIVES THE REGISTER, 
INSTRUCTION EXECUTION BEGAN, THUS UNMODIFIED 
'VAL.UE• INDEX, MODE, ORIG; 
'INIEGER' INDEX, 1>10DE, ORIG; 
19 
MOOE, ORIG); 
IT KNOWS ALL ABOUT THE EIGHT HARDWARE ADDRESSING MODES THE MODE NEEDED IS IN ·tME 
ORIG CONTAINS THE CONTENTS OP THAT REGISTER AS OP THE TIME WHEN 
BY SIDE EFFECTS OF THEOTHER OPERAND EVALUATION,! 
1 6EGIN' 'SWITCH• AODR MODE :: MOOED, MODEl, MODE2, MOOE~, M0DE4, MODE5, MOOE6, MOOE7; 
INCR :: •If' OPCODE> 7 A INDEX> •7 •THEN' 1 1 iL5E' 2; 
'GOTO' AODR MOOE[M0DE+1J; 
1 COMMENTt OPERAND IS IN A REGISTERl 
MOD~O: OPERAND ADDRESS :: INDEX; 
NMODEO :: NMODE~ + ll 
•GOTO' f.; 
1 COM~ENT• OPERAND IS POINTED TO 6Y A REGISTER! 
MODEl: OPERAND ADDRESS :: CRIG; 
NM0DE1 l: NMODE1 + ll 
•GOTO' E; 
'corir,Et.T' AUTO INCREMENT MODE; 
MODE2: OPERAND ADDRESS :: ORIG; 
Trv,P:: M[1NOEXJ + !NCR; 
'IF• THP: 61T16 •THEN' TMP :: O; 
• IF• TMP > MAXWORO 'THEN• TMP :: TMP • 9IT16; 
~q i NDEX J :_: 'i"MP l 
N~ODEi :: NMODE2 + ll 
•1F• lliDEX = •8 'TH~N' NIMMED :: Nil~MED + 1; 
•GOTO' E: 
•COMIIENT• INDIRECT AUTO INC:REMENT MOIJEl 
MODt:3: 'IF• ORIG> MAXCORE •THEN' ERROR("AOIJRESS OUT OF BOUNDS")! 
'IF• EVEN(ORIG) t 1 •THEN' ERROR("AUTQINCREMENT REGISTER ODD"): 
OPERAND ADDRESS :: M[ORIG 1 2]; 
TMP :: M[ INDEX] + 2; 
•IF"• TMP = BIT16 'THEl'i 1 TMP :: 0; 
'If' TMP > M4XWORD 'THEN' TMP :: TMP. ~IT16; 
M[INIJEX) l:TMPl 
NMODE3 l: NMOOE3 + ll 
•IF• INDEX: -6 'TfiEN' NDIR :: NDIR + 11 
•c.oTo • E; 
•COMMENT• AUTO DECRtMENT MODE; 
MODt:41 PC1NTER := 'If' ORIG: !NCR 'THEN• 'J •ELSE' ORIC. • INCRl 
'IF• POINTER< 0 •THEN' POINTER :a POINTER• 61T161 
OPERAND ADDRESS :: POINTER! 
Tl<P :: M[ INDEX); 
Tr• P I: 1 1 Ft TMP : I NC:R 'THEN' 0 'ELSI:.• TMP • I NCR; 
'IF• TMP < 0 'THEN' TMP :: TMP + B1Tl6l 
M[ INDEX] :: TMP; 
N~ODE4 :: NMODE4 + ll 
'GOTO' E; 
'COMMENT• I No I RECT AUTO DECREMENT MOIJE; 
MODE51 POINTE.R :: ORIG• 2; ' 
• IF• POINTER< O •THEN' POINTER :: Pu1NTER + e1t16; 
1 IF 1 POINTER> MAXCORE •THEN• ERROR("ADORESS OUT OF BOUNDS")l 
• IF• EVEN(PO,NTER) t 1 •THEN• ERROR(•AUTObECREMENT REGISTER ODo"rf 
OFERAND A06RESS :: M[POINTER 1 2JI 
Tl•,P :: M[INDEX]l 
Tl"P : = ' IF' TMP : I NCR •THEN• 0 'ELSl:. • TMP • I NCR; 
' IF' Tr.IP < 0 'THEN' TMP : : TMP + 1:11 T:i.f,; 
M[ 1 NDEX] l:TMPl 
NM00C5 :: Ni>100E5 + ll 
•(!,OTO' E; 
































































MOD~6: PC :: M(-8); 
TMP := M(PCl2)J 
PC : = PC + 2: 
'IF• PC> 10 ADDR 'THEN• ERROR("PC IN 10 AREA")I 
Ml-8] :: PC: . 
POINTER :: TMP + M(INDEX]I 
1 IF• POINTER> MAXWORO •THEN• POINTER :a POINTER - BIT161 
OPERAND ADDRESS :: POINTERl 
N~ODE6 :: NMODE6 + 11 
1 1f 1 INDEX= -8 'THEN' NPIC :: NFIC + 11 
•GOTO' E: 
1 COMrtENT• INDIRECT INDEX MODE; 
MODE7: PC :: Mt-BJ; 
T~P := M[PCl2); 
PC : : PC + 2: 
El 
1 1F 1 PC> 10 AODR 'THEN' ERROR("PC IW 10 AREA")I 
Ml-BJ :: PC; 
POINTER := TMP + M(INDEX]I 
••F• POINTER> MAXWORD 1 THENt POINTER :: POINTER - BIT16l 
1 IF 1 POINTER> MAXCORE •THEN• ERROR(•ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDS"): 
•IF• EVEN(POtNTER) • 1 1 THEN• ERROR("INDIRECT INDEXING REGISTER ODD"); 
OPERAND ADDRESS :: M[P01NTER l 2Jt 
NMODE7 I: NMODE7 + 11 
1 EN0 1 OPERAND ADDRESS; 
1 PROCEDURE' STARTIOI 
•CO~MENT' WHEN A REFERENCE IS MAoe TO MEMORY IN THE 10 ARE~, THIS PROCEDURE IS CALLED ·ro FIGURE OUT WHICH lo DEVICE IS AFFECTED, 
AND TO START THE 10 PROCESS, USUALLY THIS MLANS SETTING UP AN INTERRUPT,; 
1 8EGIN 1 •SWITCH' 10 tNIT :: READE!'!, READERS, PUNCH, PUNCHB, TTY, TTYB, SOFTWR: 
TMP := (OST ADDR - 10 ADDR + 2)l2l . 
'IF• TMP > 7 'THEN' ERROR("NON EXISTENT 10 DEVICE•); 
t GOTO' IO IN IT£ TMP]; 
READER: TMP :: M(PRS2]; 
'IF• EVEN(TMP) * 1 1 Ti'1EN 1 
•Bf:G1N• •1F• TMP > 20<17 'THEN• ERROR("READER STILL BUSY")J 
ENAB~E ;: 'IF' EVEN<TMPlu<I) t 1 •THEN' 64•ELSE•O; 
M [ PRS2 l ; = 2048 + ENABLE; 
•ENO•; 
'GOTO' E: 
M[PRBl2l :: Ol 
PREPARE INTERRUPT(5,56,CLOCK+3 333 333,0); 







TMP := M[PPS2) l 
1 tF• EVEN(TMP112~l=l"'THEN' ERROR("PUNCH BUSY") •ELSE• M(PPS2J :: •IF 1 TMP.= 192 'THEN• 64 •ELSE 1 OJ 
TNP? :: M[PPll2ll . . . . . ... . . 
M[TP02] :: TMP2 - 128 * (TMP2 l 128); 
PREPARE 1NTERRUPi(4,6U,20 UOO 000.0); 
•Gora• E: • 
•GOTO' E; 
Tf4P :: M[TPS2)1 
'IF' EVEN(TMP l 128):1 1 THEN 1 ERROR(•cONSOLE TYPEWRITER BUSY") 'ELSE' M[TPS2J la ,,,, TMP•192 'THEN• 64 •ELSE) OJ 
TMP2:= M(TPB2]1 
M[TPB2l := TMP2 - 128 * (TMP2 112ij); 

































































SOFTWRI PIRWORD := M[PIR2] .;_ 5121 
PRJ : = '11'' PIRWORD > 32 'THEN' 7 
'EL.SE' 1 IF' P1RWORD > 16 1 THF;N• 6 
'EL.SE• •IF' PIRWORD > 8 1 THE:N 1 5 
'EL.SE• •IF' PIRWORO > 4 'THEN• 4 
'ELSE• t If• PIRWORD > 2 'THE:N• 3 
'ELSE• 'If• PJR'IIORO > 1 •THE:JJt 2 
'ELSE• 'IF I PIR'IIORO > 0 1 THE:N• 1 'EL.SE 1 0 I ',,., PRI * 0 'THEN' •8EG1N 1 M[PIR2] :: 512 * PIRWORD • ~4•PRII 
PREPARE JNTERRUPT(PRl,16U,CL.OCK); 
1 END 1 l 
El 1 C:ND 1 START IO; 
'PROCEDURE' PREPARE INTERRUPT(PRIORITY, VECTOR, TIME)l 
•CO~MENT' TH1S RoUTINE SETS uP THE INTERRUPT REQUEST ON THE CHAINJ 
'VALUE• PRIORITY, VECTOR, TIMEI 
'INTEGER' PR10RITY, VECTORl 
'REALI Tl~E; 
't:IEblN• 'INTEGER• USELESS; 
'1ft FREE LIST HEAD: 0 1 THEN 1 ERROR1ttTOO MANY INTERRUPTS")) 
T~P ~~ FRtE LIST HEADl 
FREE LIST HEAD :: NEXT ON CHAIN[TMP]; 
INTERRUPT TIME[TMP] :: TIME; 
INTERRUPT VECTOR[TMP] ;: VECTORl 
T~Pl :: FIRST SL.OT[PRIOR1TY]; 
1 IF• TNP!=O w TIME< INTERRUPT TIME[TMP1l 
•THEN' 'BEGIN• FIRST SLOT[PRIORl~Y] l: TMP; 
NEXT ON CHAINlTMPJ:: TMPl; 
'END' 
•ELSE' 'BEGIN• Ll I IF' TIME< INTERRUPT TIME[TMPJ 
•THEN' 'BEGIN' NEXT ON CHAIN[TMP] :: TMP1J 
NEXT ON CHAIN[TMP2]1:TMP 
'END' 
1 EL.SE 1 
'ENO'l 
SET NEXT INTERRUPT TIMEI 
1 EN0 1 PREPARE INTERRUPT; 
1 PROCEDURE 1 SET NEXT INTERRUPT TIMEl 
'BEGIN• TMP2l: TMP1l 
1 END 1 
TMPll:NEXT ON CHAIN[TMP1]l 
'IF"' TMPl *0 1 THEN 1 •GOTO• LI 
NEXT ON CHAIN[TMP2]1:TMP) 
'NEXT ON CHAIN[TMP] :: 0; 
•eEGIN• •LOMnENT• THIS IS CALLED WHENEVE~ CPU PRIORITY IS CHANGED, IT EXAMINES THE LIST or PENDING INTERRUPTS AND f"INDS THE NEXT O~EJ 
NEXT INTERRUPT TIMf. :: L.ONG WAITI 
•FOR• I :=·cpu PRIORJTV + 1 •STEP• 1 •UNTIL' 7 •DO' 
•BEG1N• JI: FIRST SL.OT[lll .. 
·• IF"• J :j: 0 I THEN 1 
1 BEGIN 1 1 IF I INTERRUPT' TI ME [ J l S CLOCK ., INTERRUPT TI ME [ J] <' I-IEXT INTERRUPT ·TI ME 
'Ti-tEN 1 'BEGIN I NEXT INTERRUPT TI ME I: INTERRUPT Tl ME [J l I . 
QUEUE NUMBER I: ll 


































































'ENU' SET NEXT INTERRUPT TIMEl 
•PROCEDURE• CAUSE INTERRUPT! 
•COMMENT' THE ACTUAL 10 IS DONE HERE, THIS IS CALLEO AT THE TIME THE INTERRUPT OCCURS, FIRST THE 10 IS PERFORMED, THEN THE 
SIMULATED INTERRUPT OCCURS AS DESCRIBED IN THE PROCESSOR HANDBOOK,; 
•BEGIN' PRI INDEX :: FIRST SLOT[QUEUE NUMSERJl 
VEC :: INTERRUPT VECTOR[PRI INDEXJ .l 21 
1 1F• VEC: 26 
•THEN' 'BEGIN' 'COMMENT• TELf.TYPI;. PRINTER! 
'ENO• 
•ELSE• 1 IF' ve:c = 28 
TMP ;: ANO(M[TPB2J,127)l 
LINE COUNT 1: tlr• TMP =NEWLINE SYMBOL •THEN• 0 'ELSE• LINE COUNT+ 11 
'IF' LINECOUNT > tl1 •THEN• ERROR("TELETYPE LINE OVERFLOW")l 
1 1F' TMP:NEW LINE SYMBOL 1 TH~N' 1 BEGIN 1 TYLIN I: TVLIN + 11 TYPED I• TYPED+ 1 'ENOIJ 
1 1F' TVLIN > LINELIMIT 'THEN' ERROR("TOO MANY LINES Or OUTPUT•)J 
PRSYM(UITMP)); . 
1 IF' TMP:95 v TMP:124 •THEN' PRSYM(93); 
M[TPS2l I= M[TPS2J + DONE BIT; 
ENABLE :: M[TPS2l l 64; 
tT)'iEN'. 'BEGIN' •cOMMENT' PAPER T,.PE READER; 
1 1F' LAST CHAR WA~ 119 
'ENO• 
tTHEN' 'BEGIN• TMP :: 1J5l 
LAST CHAR WAS 119 :: 'FALSE• 
'END• 
•ELSE' TMP :: RESYMBOLl 
•1F' TMP:•27 •THEH• ERROR(•ESCAPE CHARACTER READ, NOT ALLOWED ")J 
• 1F' TMP:119 'TH~N• LASTCHARWAS119 := •TRUE•l 
M[PRB2]::• IF' ™~>13~ •THEN•u 'ELSE• 1 1r' 1/TMP < O •THEN• -TMP 'ELSE' V[TMP]J 
M[PRS2] :: M[PRS?,J • 1920; 
ENADLE :: M[PRS2] 1 ~41 
CHAR RP;: CHAR ~U + ll 
1 ELSE' ' IF' VEC : 30 
•THEN' 'BEGl11!• 'COMMENT' PAPER T11PE PUNCH; 
PUHEP(ANO(M[PRB2],255))l 
~[PPS21 :: M[PPS21 + DONE BIT; 
~NABLE I: M[PPS2] .l 64; 
CHAR PUN:: CHAR PU~+ 11 
'ENO' 
1 ELSE' '1F' VEC : 80 
•THEN' ENABLE :: l 
'ELSE' ERROR("IMPOSSIBLE INTERRUPT, ~IMULATOR ERROR")J 
IIF• EVEN(ENABLE) f 1 'THEN• 
•BEG1N 1 SWITCH PSWI 
CLOC~ :: CLOCK+ 5190,C: 
NINTER :: NINTER + 1; 
•ENO• l 
FIRST SLOT[QuEUE NUMBER]:: NEXT ON CHAIN[PRI INDEXJi 
NEXT ON cHIIIN[PRI INDEX] :a FREE LISY HEADI 
Fl<EE LI ST HEAD : : PR I I NOEX I 
SET NEXT INTERRUPT T1ME1 
•ENU 1 CAUSE INTERRUPT; 
































































'COM~ENT' PUSH THE PSW ANO PC ON THE STACK, AND PETCH THE ~EW ONE FROM THE INTERRUPT LOCATION. IN MEMORY! 
1 BEGIN' .SP l: M[-7]1 . . 
•IF• EVEN(SP) t 1 'THEN' ERROR("STACK POINTER ooo•ir 
1 IF' SP > 10 AOOR '1HEN 1 ERROR ("ST~tK POINTER TOO BIG ■ )J 
t IF 1 SP c STAC~LIMIT + 4 1 THEN• ERROR("STACK OV~RfLOW•)J 
TMP := (SP 12) • ll 
MLTMP) l: 32*CPU PRIORITY+ 16•T + 8*N + 4*Z + ~•V + CJ 
MLTMP•ll := M[•8]; 
M[•7) l= SP•4l 
M[•8] := M[VEC]l 
PSW :: M[VEC+lll 
C :: PS*• 2•(PSWl2); PSW 
V :: PSW • 2*(PSWl2); PSW 
Z :: PSW • 2*(PSWl2); PSW 
N :: PSw • 2*CPSW12l; PSW 
T :: PSW - 2•1PSWl2ll 
CPU pRIDRITY :: PSW l2i 
'EN~• SWITCH PSw: 
1 PROCEOURf' 5TAT1STICSJ 
: PSW 12: 
: PSW J.2: 
: PSW 121 
: PSW 121 
1 C01•1MENT 1 THE P05T MORTEM STATISTICS ARE PRltI'TEO HERE; 
1 61:.~IN' (NOTIME := TIME; SPACER :c 21 HLCR; NLCRI 
BEGIN TIME :: 1000 * BEGIN TIMEl ENO TIME l: ENOTIME * -1000l 
•COMMENT' GROUP 1: THE CURE DUMP; 
I : = IO ADOR 12 l Q : : I l 
1 FO~•· I := 1.1 ;WHILE' M(IJ = 0 •oo• Q:: IJ 
COR~ DU~PC0,2*0); 





CARRIAGE(~); PRl~TTEXT("SIMULATlnN STATISTICS•); NLCRl NLCRI 
PRINTTEXT("POP TIME USED= ")l ABsr1XT(8,3,CLOCK/1000000l: PRINTTExT(" MILLISECONDS ")l SPACE(10ll 
PRINTTEXT("X8 TIME USED= ■ f: ABSF,XT(81 3,ENDTIME•BEGINTIME); PRINTTEXT(" MILLISEC,")I SPACE(10)1 
P~l~TTEXTC"X( TIME PER POP SECOND a •)I ABSflXT(8,0 1 (~NOTIME-BEGINTIMEl•1 000 000/CLOCK)I NLCRI. 
PRINTTEXT("POP WAIT TIME m "ll ABsr1XT(8,3, IOLE/100000~); PRINTTEXT(" MILLISECONos•); SPACE(10ll 
PRINTTEXT("NUMBER OF INTERRUPTS:•); "ABSFIXTl8,0,NINTER)l SPACE(10)l 
AE>SF1XT(6,01Xll.· PRINTTEXT(• INSTRUCTIONS EXECUTED"); SPACE(10); NLCR; 
PRINTTEXT("NUMBER OF CHARACTERS READ.: "ll ABSFIXT(6,0,CHAR RO)l 
SPACE(lO): PRINTTEXT("NUMBER OF LINrs TVPEO = "); ABSF!XT(4,0,TYPEO)l sPACE(lO)l 
PRINTTEXT("NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PUNCHED: ")IABSF"IXT(6,0,CHAR PUN);. NLCRl 
PRINTTEXT("AVERAGE POP TIME PER INSTHUCTION: "); ABSFIXT(6,0,(CLOCK-IOLE)/X)I PRINTTEXT(" NANOSECONDS•);. NLCRJ. 
PRINTTEXT("AVERAGE NUMBER OF POP INS1RUCTIONS PE~ SECOND OF XS TIME: •)l ABSFIXT(6,0,1000•~/(ENDT1ME•BEG1NTIME))l NLCRI 
PRINTTEXT("01St OF AODR MODES 0•7 "); . . 
ABSFIXT(6,0,NMODEO); ABSFIXTC6,0,NMOUE1)l ABSFIXT(6,0,NMOOE2ll ABSFIXT(6,0,NMODE3)J ABSFIXT(6,0,NMOOE4)1 
ABSF1XT(6,0,NMODE5)l A6SFIXT(6,0,NMOUE6)/ ABSFIXT(6,0,NMODE7)l SPACf(5)1 
PRINTTEXT("IMMEDIATE="l; A~SFIXT(o,O,NIMMED)I PRINTTEXT(" OIRECT:")IABSFIXT(6,Q 1NOIR)l PRINTTEXT(" PIC: ■ ); 
AilSFIXT(6,0,NPIC)l NLCR'; NLCRI .i:-
. ~ 




OISTRIBUT,oN. ADDRESS (OCTAL) F'REQ1JENCY OF USE (DEC I M~I!) 11 ) I 
PRINTTEXT("BELOW •); 
PRINTTEXT("ABOVE ■ )1 
1 FOR• I l: 0 •STEP' 1 
OCTAL(LOWBIN)l ABSFIXT(6,0,SPY[•1J)l SPACE(10)l 
0CTAL(LOWBIN+1H8•AINWIOTH);· ABSF1XT(6,0,sPvt128])1 
1 Ut~TIL 1 127 '00 1 






























































'BEGIN' •1F• REMAINDER(l,8):0 •THEN' NLCRI 
DCTAL(LOWBIN~l•BINWIDTHll ABSFIXT(6,0,SPV[tJ)l SPACE(J)J .i::-
0\ 'EN0 1 l 
CARRIAC.t(3)l 
• If'' X=U 1 THE:N• X:=11 
X :: X/lQO.O; 








































4: INSTRUCTION FREQUENCIES! 
■ );A~Sf'IXT(5,0,NADC );ABSflXT(4,l,NADC /X)lflVEl 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0,NADCB)lABSFIXTC4,1,NAOCBjx);flVEI 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0,NAS~ )lABSFIXTC4,1,NASL /X)lFIVEI 
•)lABSFIXT(5,0,NASH )lABSFIXT(4,1,~ASH /X)lNLCRl 
•)lABSFIXT(5,0,NASR )lABSFIXT(4,1,NASR /X)lFIVEl 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0,NBCC );ABSFIXT(4,1,NBCC /X)lflVEl 
•);AASFIXT(5,0,NBEQ );ABSFIXT(4,1,NBEQ /X)lNLCRl 
■ );ABSFIXT(5,0,NBGT )lABSFIXTl4,1,NBGT /X)lFIVEI 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0~NBIC );ABSFIXT(4,1,NBIC /X)lflVEI 
•)lABSFIXT(5,0,N(IS llABSFIXT(4,1,NB1S jX)lNLCRl 
•)lABSFIXTl5,0,NBIT )lABSFIXT(4,1,NB!T /X)lflVEl 
•)lABSFIXT(~,0,NBLT llABSFIXT(4,1,NBLT /X)lflVEl 
"l ; A !3SF ! XT ( ~, U, N FILOS l l A BSI' I XT ( 4, 1., NBL0$/ X l l NLCR I 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0,NBNE llABSFIXT(4,1,N~NE /X)lFIVEl 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0,N8PT )lABSFIXT(4.1,NBPT /X)lFIVEl 
•);ABSFIXT(5,0,NBVC )lABSFIXTl4,1,NBVC,/X)lNLCRl 
■ )lABSFIXT(5,0,NCLR )lABSFIXT(4,1,NCLR /X)lflVEl 
)lABSFIXT(5,0,NCMP )IAB&FIXT(4,1,NCMP /X)JflVEl 
)lABSFIXT(5,0 1 NCOM )lABSFIXT(4,1,NCOM /X)lNLCRl 
);ABSFIXT(5,0,NCC );ABSFIXT(4,1 1 NCC /X)JFIVE; 
);ABSFIXT(5,0,NDECB);ABSflXT(4,1,NDECB/X)JFIVEl 
):AaSFIXT(5,0,NEMT );ABSFIXT(4,1 1 NEMT /X)lNLCRl 
)lABSFIXT(5,0,NINC )lABSFIXT(4,1,NINC /X)l~IVEl 
)lABSFIXT(;,U,NIOT );A65FIXT(4,1,NIOT /X)lflVEl 
)IABSFIXT(5,0,NJSR )lABSFIXT(4,1,NJSR /X)lNLCRl 
)lABSFIXT(5,0,NMOV )lABSFIXi(4,1,NMOV /X)lflVEl 
);ABSFIXT(5,0,NMUL )lABSFIXTC4,1,NMUL /X);flVEl 
•)lABSFIXT(5,0,NNEGBllABbFIXT(4,1,NNEGB/X)lNLCRl 
•);ABSFIXT(S,0,NROL )lAB5FIXY(4,1,NROL /X)JflVEl 
•llABSFIXT(;,U,NROR )JABSFIXT(4,1,NROR /X)lFIVEl 
u);ABSFIXT(:,,O,NRTl" l)A8SFIXYC4,1,NRTI /X)lNLCRl 
u);ABSFIXT(~,0,NRTT )IABSFIXY(4,i,NRTT /X)lFIVEI 
•)1Aosr1xT(S,O,NSBCB)IA8SrlXT(4,1,NSBC8/X)JF1VEl 




u);A~SFIXT(5,0,NXOR )JABSFIXY(4,1,NXOR ixJ;FIVEl 
PRINTTEXT("ADD ")JAB$FIXT(5,0,·lilADD )lABSFIXT(4,1,NADD /X)JFI\/El 
PR!NTTEXT("ASLB ")IABSF ~T(5,0,NASLB)lABSFIXT(4,1,NASLS/X)lFI\/EI 
PRINTTExT("ASHC ")IABSF XT(5,0,NASHC)lABSFIXT(4,1~NAShCiXllfl\/EI 
PR NTTEXT("ASRB ")1ABSF XT(5,0,NASRB)lABSFIXT(4,1,NASRe/x);FrvEl 
PR NTTEXT("BCS ")IABSF XTC5,0,NBCS )lABSPIXT(4,1,NBCS iX)IF VEI 
PR NTTEiT("BGE ")lABSF XTC5,0,NBGE )IABSFIXT(4,1,NBGE Jx11r \/El 
PR NTTEXT("BHI ")IABSF XT(5,0,NBHI )lABSFIXT(4,1,NB~I iX)lP \/El 
PR NTTExT("BICB ")lABSF xT(5,0,NBICB)lA8SFIXT(4,1,NBICEixl;F \/El 
PR NTTEiT("BISB ")IABSF XT(5,0,NBISB)lABSFIXTC4,1,~BISeix>1F VEl 
PR NTTEXT("BITB ")lABSP XT(5,0,NBITB)lABSFIXT(4,1,NBITejx)lF \/El 
PR NTTEXT("BLE ")lABSF XT(5 1 0,NBLE )lA8SPIXT(4,1,NBLE Jx>;F VEl 
PR NTTEXT("BMI ")IABSF XT(5,0,NBMI )lABSFIXT(4,1,NB~I iX)JF VEl 
PR NT.TE)(T("BPL ")lABSF XT(5,0,NBPL )lABSFIXT(4,1,NBPL ix)ll' vEl 
PR NTTEXT("BR. ")lABSF XT(5,0,NBR )lABSFIXT(4,1,~BR /X)lF VEI 
PR NTT~)(T("BVS ")IABSF XT(5,0 1 NBVS )lABSFIXT(4,1,NBVS /XllF \/El 
PR NTTEXT("CLRB ")lABSF XT(5,0,NCLRB)lABSFIXT(4,1,~CLReix>1F VEl 
PR NTTExT("CMPB ")lABSFIXT(5,0iNCMPB)lABSFIXT(4,1,NC~Peix)lf \/El 
PR NTTEXT("COMB ")lABSFIXT(5,0,NCOMB)lABSFIXT(4,1,NCCMe/X)IF VEI 
PR NTTEXT(•oe:c ")JABSPIXT(5,0,NDEC );ABSFIXT(4,1,NDEC iX)JF VEl 
PR NTTExT("DIV ")1ABSFIXT(5,0,NDIV )lABSFIXT(4,1,NCIV ix>;F \/El 
PR NTTEXT("~ALT ")IABSFIXT(5,0,NHALT)lABSFIXT(4,1,NHALT/X)lFrve:l 
PR NTTExT("INCB ")lABSFIXT(5,0,NINCB)iABSFIXT(4,1,NINCeix>1F1vEl 
PR NTTEXT("JMP ")lABSFIXT(5,0,NJMP )lABSFIXT(4,1,NJMP iX)lFIVEl 
PR NTTEXT("MARK ")lABSFIXT(5,0,NMARK)IABSFIXT(4,1,NMAJK)X)lflVEl 
PR NTTExT("MOVB ")JABSFIXT(5,0,NMOVB)lABSFIXT(4,1,NMCvejx)lFIVEl 
PR NTTEXT("NEG ")lABSPIXT(5,0,NNEG )JABSFIXT(4,1,NNEG ix)JFrVEl 
PR NTTExT("RESET")lABSFIXT(5,0,NREST)lABSFIXT(4,1,~RESTJx>1Fr11El 
PR NTTEXT("ROLB ")lABSFIXT(5,0,NROLB)lABSFIXT(4,1,~RCLe/X)lFIVEl 
PR NTTExT("RORB ")IABSFIXT(5,0,NRORB)lABSPIXT(4,1,NRORS./X)lF1V~l 
PR NTTEXT("RTS ")1ARSFIXT(5,0 1 NRTS )lABSFIXT(4,l 1 NRTS /X)lflVEl 
PRtNTTExT("SBC ">JABSr1xTC5,0,NSBC )lABSFIXT(4,1,NS8C ~X)JFIVEI 
PRINTTExT("SCB ")lAASFIXT(5,0,NS0B )lABSFIXT(4,1,NSOe /X)lFI\/EI 
PRINTTEXT("SUB ")IABSFIXT(5,0,NSUB )lABSFIXT(4,1,NSUe jx)JFIVEl 
PRINTTEXT("SXT ")IABSFIXT(5,0,NSXT )lABSFIXT(4,1,NSXT iX)lF!VEl 
PRINTTEXT("TST ")JABSFIXT(5,0,NTST )lABSFIXT(4,1,NTST JX)lflVEl 
PRINTTEXT("WAIT ")lABSFIXT(5,0,NWAIT)lABSFIXT(4,1,NWAITjx11F1vEl 
NLC~; NLCR; PRINTTEXT(" TOTAL TIME FOR THIS JOB:"); ABjf)XT(5,0,TIME-BE.TIM); PRINTTEXT("SECONDS •• )I 
NEWPAGEl 'FOR' l::1 1 ST~P 1 1 1 UNTIL 1 144 1 DO'PRSVM(66); 
1 FJR 1 1 ;:1 1 srEP 1 1 1 UNTIL'58'00 1 1 SEGIN 1 PRSV~166)l 
'END'; 
'IF 1 1:2Q •THEN 1 •BEGIN• SPACE(66)1 PRINTTEXT("END OF JOB"ll SPACE(66) 1ENO••ELSE•SPACt(142ll 
PRSVM166)l 
'FOR' I ::1 •sTEP• 1 'UNT1L 1 144 •oo• PRSYM(6c,)l NLCRl 
N~O~S ;: NJOBS + ll . 
1 GOTO• BEGIN ASSEMBLY; 




























































'PROCEDURE' FIVE; SPACE(4)l 
•PROCEDURE' tRROR(STR); 
1 COMMENT 1 ALL SIMULATION ERRORS ARE FUNNELLED THRU HERE: 
1BE~1N 1 NLCR; NLCRl PRINTTEXT("EXECUTION C~NNOT CONTINUE DUE TO "ll PRINTTEXT(STR)I 
TVLIN l: -1 000 000; USER DUMP; STATISTICS; 
•~NL)' ERROR; 
1 PROCEOURE 1 OCTAL(N); 
1 COMMENT' PR1NT N IN OCTALl 
1VAL.UE 1 NI 
'1NTE.GER' N; 
'BEGIN• 1 1F• N<65536 'THEN' PRSVM(ANO(N,32760)132768) 'ELSE• PRSVM(ANO(N,32768)132768 + 10)1 
'ENL> 1 l 
0
PRSVH(ANO(N,~8672) l 4096)1 
PRSYM(ANO(N,3584) l 51211 
PRSYM(ANO(N,448) l 64)l 
PRSYMCANQ(N,56) 1 8)1 
PkSYM(ANQlN,7))1 
SPACE(SPACER); 
1 PRDCEOURE 1 USER DUMP; 
•COMMENT' PR1NT our THE PROCESSOR STATUS: REb!STERS, FLIP FLOPS, INST; 
1 6EGIN 1 NLCR; SpACER :: 21 
PR1NTTEXT("T1~E lMSI ")J ABSFIXT( 9,o,CLOCK/1 ouo doo,: SPACE(4)l PR1NTTEXT("REGISTERS "ll 
•FOR• I := -1 •STEP• -1 •UNTIL' -8 •uo• OCTAL.(Mtl]l; SPACE(2): 
PRINTTEXT("NZVC •): ABSFIXT(l,0,N)l A8SFIXT(1,0,Zl; ABSFIXT(1,0,Vll ABSFIXT(l,0,C)l SPACE(2ll 
PRINTTEXTl"INST" )J OCTAL(INSTRUCT,oN)l 
TVLIN :: TYLIN + ll 11F1 TYLIN>LINE LIMIT 1 THEN 1 ERROR("TOD MUCH PRINTED OUTPUT")! 
•END• USER DUMP; 
1 PROCEOUR£1 COR~ DUMP(N1,N2)J 
•co~MENT' PRJNT A CORE DUMP OF L.OCATIONS Nl THRU N2; 
1 1/ALUE• Nl,N21 1 tNTEGER'. N1,N2l. 
'BEGIN' NLCR; .NLCRl SPACER :: 1l 
PRINTTEXT("CORE DUMP. "II NLCRI 
•FOR• K := 32•<N1132) 'STEP• 32 1 UNT1L' N2 1 00' 
1 BEG1N' OCTAL(K)l SPACE(21l 
1 IF 1 K~O A K+31 s MAXCORE •THEN• 
'13EGIN' 
•FOR• 1:= K 'STEP• 2 'UNTIL' K+7 100 1 OCTAL(M[IJ.2!)1 SPACE(2)l 
•FOR• I:: K+8 'STEP• 2 'UNTIL• K+15'D0 1 OCTAL(M[ ll2l )I SPACE(2) l 
•FoR• I:: K+16'STEP• 2 'UNTIL• K+23 100 1 OCTAL(M(Fl2lll SPACE(2)1 
•FOR• 1:: K+24 1STEP 1 2 'UNTIL' K+31 1 00 1 OCTAL(M[ll2l)JNL.CR; 
TYLltl :: TYLIN + 11 1 1F• TVLIN>LINE· LIMIT 1 THEN 1.E,RROR("TOO MUCH PRINTe;D OUTPUT")I. 
'ENo 1 ; 
•ENO•J 



































































B1Tl6 :: 655361 MAXPOS :a 327671 MAXWO~D :: 6~5351 
LINE COUNT:: 01 
DONEBIT :: 1281 NEW LINE SYMBOL:= 131 CPU PRIORITY I: 11 
N:=z::v::Cl:T:=01 rREE LIST HEAD := 11 NUM INTERRUPTSLOTS,:: 161 PRS :c 10 ADDRJ 
PRB :: PRS + 21 
PPS :: PRB + 21 PPB :: PPS+ 21 TPS :a PPB+ 2; TPB :: TPS + 21 PI R I: TPB • 21 
INST COUNT :: 01 TYPEO :: TYLIN :s CHAR RD :: CHAR PUN:: 01 
STACK L<MIT ;: 2561 IDLE ::OJ 
CLOCK :: 0,01 LONG WAIT:: NEXT INTERRUPT TIME :: 1,0w1001 
LAST CHAR WAS 119 := 1 rALSE 1 1 
SPACER :: 11 
NMO~EQ;:NMOOEll:NMOOE2::NMOOE3l:NMOOE4::NM0Dt5l:NMODE6::NMODE7::NIMMEO::NOIRl:NINTER::NPIC1=0J 
NADC::NADCB::NAOo:=NASL:=NASLBl:NASH::NASHC::NASR::NASRB:=NBCc:=NBCS:=NBEQ::NBGE::o; 
NBEQ::NBGEl=NBGT:=NBHI :=NBIC::Ne1CB::NBIS:=N~1sB::NB1T:=NBITB::NBLTl= 01 
ZERO la 01 
NBLE::NBLOS::N~Mi ::N9NE::NBPL:=NBPT::NBR::Nsvc::NBVS::NCLRl=NCLRB:aNCMp::NCMPB:=NCOMi:NCOMBl=NCCl•NCECl•NDEcB::NOIVl=NEMT~=NHALT:=01 
NINCB::NIDT::NJMp::NJSRl=NMARK::NMOVl=NMOVB:=NMUL:=NNEG::NNEGB:=NREST::NROL:=N~OLB:=NROR::NRORB:=NRTll•NRTS:=NRTTl ■ NSBCl•NSBcer:01 
NSU~::NSWAB::NSXTl=NTRAP::NTSTl:NTSTB:=NWAIT;:NXOR:=NINC::NSPL:=NSOB:=o: . 
1 FOH 1 I:: 1 •STEp 1 1-•UNTIL' NUM INTERRUPT SLOTS 1 00 1 NfXT ON CHAIN[I ]:: 1+11 
NEXT ON CHAIN[NUM INTERRUPT SLOTS] :: OJ 
'FOH• 1:: 1 •STEp• 1 1 UNTIL 1 7 1 00 1 FIRST SLUT[I] := o; 
•~o~• 1::-1 •STEp• 1 •UNTIL• 128 1 00 1 SPY[IJ :=O: 
PRS2::PRS.l.2; PpS2l:PPS.l.2; TPs2::TPS.l.2: PRB2:=PRB.l.2l PPB21=PPB.l.2; TPB2::TPB.l.21 
'COMMENT• SEE IF THE OBJECT PROGRAM IS IN TH~ C~UM BUrFER, OR ON THECRUM ITSELF, THE ORUM WILL ONLY BE USED IP NEEDEDI 
1 r0H 1 1 := o•STEp' 1 'UNTIL' MAXCORE .l. 2 'D.o• M[ 1 l :: Ol 
1 1F 1 HIGHEST ADDRESS ~BLOCK SIZE 
1 THEN 1 •6EG1N• rROM ORUMIM,OFFSET•Bll 
1 f'OR 1 1 :: 0 1 STEP 1 1 'UNT,L 1 BLOCK SIZE• 1 1 00 1 M[BLOCK SlzE•CURRENT BLOCK +I] := CODE BUrFER[ll 
•END• 
'ELSE• ·•BEG1N' 1 f'OR 1 1:: 0 •STEP' 1 1 UN-.-1L' HIGHEST ADDRESS •oO•Mtll := CODE BUrFER(IJI 'EN0 1 1 
1 f'OR• 11 ■ •BtSTEpt 1 •UNT1L 1 •1 1 00 1 M[ I) la UI ' 
TRACE rLAG::,FALsE•: MITPS.l,2)::M(PPS.l.2]:a1~a1 
I\ 
Ml•H]l:STARTiNG ADDRESS; L0WBINl•2~6•(L0WEST A~DRESS.l.25~)l BINWIOTH:: ((256•( (HIGHEST A00RESS+255) 1256)) • LOW81Nl1128l 
BEGIN TIME I: TIMEl 
'GOTO' CYCLE; 
•COMMENT• TH1S IS THE ~AIN SIMULATION LOOP, EVERY SIMULATED INSTRUCTION IS PICKEo·up HERE ANO DECODED THE OPcOOE MODES AND 
REGISTERS ARE SToRED SEPARATELY, THE SWITCH INSTRUCTION TYPE Dl~PATCHES To THE PIECE Or CODE THAT SIMULATES THE OPCODE! 
CYCLE: 'lrl CLoCK ~ NEXT INTERRUPT TIME 'THEN' CAUSE INTERRUPT: 
OLOpC l: M[•Sll 
'Ir• OLoPC > 10 ADDR 'THEN• ERROR(•pc IN 10 AREA"1l 
• Ir• EVEN(OLCPt) t 1 .'THEN• ERROR(•Pc ODD"ll 
INSTRUCTION :: -[OLOPC .l. 2]1 
~[-SJ :: OLCPC + 21 
OPCoDE ;: INSTRUCTION l 40961 
TMP :: 1NsiRuCTION • 4096 * OPCODE; 

































































SRC REG:: TMP l 64: TMP :: TMP • 64 * s~c ~EG; 
DST MOOE :: TMP l 8l 
DST REG:: TMP • 0 * DST MOOEl 
INST TIME :: Ol 
DST ADDR :: 0: 
I :: (OLDPC • LOWBIN) l BINWIOTH: 
1 1F 1 I<~ 'THEN' 1:: •l •EL.SE' 'IF 1 1> 127 1 THEN 1 I :: 1281 
SPY[! J := SPY(IJ + 11 
'IF• OPCODE< 0 •OPCODE> 15 1 THEN 1 ER~OR(•SIMULATOR ERROR OPC~OE RANGE")! 
1GOT0 1 1NSTRUCT1QN TVPE[OPCOOE+:i,ll 
EXOONEI CLOCK :: CLOCK+ INST TIMEl 
'lf1 TRACE FLAG •THEN' USER DUMP; 
'IF• OST ADOR ~ 10 ADDR 1 THEN 1 STARTIOI 
INST COUNT :: INST COUNT+ 11 'If' INST COUNT> INST LIMIT 1 THEN• ERROR("INSTRUCTION L.IMIT EXCEEDED ")I 
1 GOT0 1 CYCLE; 
•COMMENT' ENO OF MAIN SIMULATION LOOP; 
OP IS 01 'GOTO' OP O SPLITESRC If.ODE +lll 
MIXED: 'GOTO' MIXED SPLIT[SRC REG+ 111 
NOAD: ' IF• INSTRUCT I ON > 6 'THEN' 'GOTO 1 , LLEGAL I EL.SE 1 1 GOTO' NOAO SPLIT (OST REG+l] I 
MlXEDll •GoTo• MIXE01 SPLIT[DST MOOE+lll . 
BRll 'IF'• SRc .REG < 4 1 THEN 1 'GOT0 1 BNE 'ELSE' •GOTO• BEQ 
B~2: 1 IF• SRc REG < 4 'THEN' 'GOTO' BGE 'ELSE' 1 GOT\l 1 BLT 
BRJ: 'IF• SRc REG< 4 'lHEN• 'GOTO• BGT •F.LSE• •GOTO• BLE: 
ONEOP1Es1:•G0To• ONE OPIES1 SPLIT[SRC REG+lll 
ONE OP I ES2: 'Go TO' ONE 'OP I ES2 SPLIT [ SRC l<EG+l] l 
OP IS 7: 'GOT0 1 OP 7 SPLIT[SRC MOOE+lll 
OP IS a: 'GOTO' oP 8 SPLIT[SRC MODE+ll: 
BR4: 1 IF• SRc REG < 4 'THEN• 'GOTO I SPL I ELSE 1 
BR5: 'IF·• SRc REG'< 4 'THEN' 'GOTO' BHI •ELSE• 
BR6: '!F• SRc l<EG < 4 1 THEN 1 •GOTO• ave 1 F.LSE• 
BR7: 'IF• SRc REG< 4 'lHEN• 'GOTO• aHIS•ELSE• 
EMT TRAP; •, F, SRc REG < 4 •THEN, •GOTO, EMT , ELSE, 
ONEOPIES3: 1 GoTo• ONE OPIES 3 SPLIT[SRC REG+iJ: 
ONE~PIES4: 1 GQT0' ONE OPIES 4 SPLIT[SRC RtG+11: 
FPT: ERROR("FLOATING POINT NOT SIMULATED•); 




1 GOT0 1 TRAP; 
•COMMENT' HERE ARE THE PIECES OF CODE THAT S1MU~ATE THE INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONS, EACH OPCODE IS SIMULATED BY TH! PIECE OF 
coo~ LABELLED av THE ASSEMBLER MNEUMONIC; . 
MOV: EVAL BOTH OPERA~DSl 
M[OST]~= SRC OPIRANO; 
MOVB: 
N:: • IF' SRC OPERAND> MAX POS 1 THEN• 1 'ELSE• Ul 
z:: 'IF' SRC OPERAND= 0 1 THEN 1 l 'ELSE' Ol 
v:: Ol 
NMOV;: NMOV + 1l 
INST TIME:= 850 + SRC TIMING[SRC MOOLJ + 
('IF• 5RC MOOE a O 1 THEN 1 DST TIMING2i[DST MOOE] 
'ELSE' OST TIMING2[DST MOOE]); 
'IF• OST MOOE : 0 A OST: •8 'THEN' 1NST TIME:: INST TIM~+ 2901 
'GOTo' ExOONE: . 
EVAL 80TH OPERANDSl 
N :: 'IF• SRC OPERAND~ 127 •THEN• 1 •ELSE' Ol 
niP:: 'IF' DST< O 'THEN• 255*N 'ELSL• 1 1F 1 OUPPER 'THEN' 
AND(M[OST],255) •ELSE' M[DSTJ l 256; 
M[OSTJ:: 'IF• DUPPER •THEN' 256*SRC OPERAND+ TMP 
•E~SE 1 .256*TMP + SRC OPERANOl 
































































.NMOve:= NMOVB + 11 
•GOTO' MOV><l 
?.8 
INC: EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NINC:: N1NC • 1l 
TMP:: 1 If'' DST OPERAND a MAXWORD •TH~N• 0 'ELSE' DST OPERAND• 1l 
V;: tlF 1 DST OPERAND: MAXPOS 1 THEN• 1 'ELSE• 01 
INCX: M[DST]:: TMPI . . 
TSTX: NI: tlF 1 TMP > MAXPOS 1 THEN 1 1 'ELSE• 01 
21: 1 IF'' TMP : 0 •THEN' 1 1 ELSE 1 UI . 
SWAX: INST TIME:= INST TIME• ('IF' OST MOOE• 0 fTHEN 1 850 •ELSE' 1620) + 
DST TIMING3A[OST MOOE]: 
1 IF 1 DST MODE: : 0 A OST : •8 'THEN' 1NST TIME:: INST TIME + 290l 
. •GOTO' ExDONE; 
CLR: EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
'NCLR:: NCLR + 1l 
TMP:: V:: c:: Ol 
•GOTO' INCXl 
NEGI EVAL ONE OPERANDI NNEG:s NNEG + ll 
TMP:: •1ri DST OPERAND•~ •THEN' C •ELSE• 65536 • DST OPERAND; 
c:: • IF' TMP : 0 •Tl"IEN' 0 1 ELSE' 1l ' 
v:: • If'' TMP : 32766 •THEN' 1 •Ei..SE• 01 
INST TIME:= •IF' DST MODt: 0 'THEN• 440 •ELSE' 2101 
•GOTO' INCXl. 
DEC: EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NDEC:: NoEC • 11 
COM: 
TMPI: 1 If' DST OPERAND s O •THEN' MAXWORO 
•ELSE• 1 If'' OST OPERAND= 1 •THEN' ZERO •ELSE• DST OPERAND• 11 
~:: •If'• DST OPERAND: 32768 1 THEN 1 1 •ELSE• Ol 
IC.OTO' INCXI 
EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NCOM;: NCOM + 11 




TST: EVAL ONE OPERAN~~ 
NTST:= NTST + 11 
v:= c:= oi 
T~P:: DST OPERANDI 
· 1 IF• DST MODE * 0 1 THEN 1 INST TIMEl11 -4801 
•GOTO' TsTx: . 
INCd: EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NINCe:: NINCB + 1; 
BYTE:= '1f' 1 OST OPERAND: 255. •THEN• 0 'ELSE• DST OPERAND+ 1l 
VI: 1 IF' DST OPEilANO : 127 1 THEN 1 1· •ELSE' 0; 
INCUX: TMP:: 'IF' DUPPErl 'THEN' ANO(Wl"IOLE DST,~55) 1 ELSt•• WHOLE OST 12561 
MIDST]lc 'If'• OUPPER 1 TMEN 1 256 *BYTE ♦ TMP 'ELSE' 256 * TMP + BYTEI 
TST~X: Nf: t IF• BYTE > 127 tTl-fEN' 1 'ELSE 1 UI . . 
z:: t If'' BYTE : 0 1 THEN' 1 'ELSE·' 0; 
l~ST TIME:=·<' If'' OST MOOE = 0 1 THEr1 1 850 'ELSE' 1620)+1NST TIME+ 
DST TIMING3A(DS1 MOOE]l 



































































'IF' OUPpER A OST MOOE ♦ 0 ~DST$ •U •THEN' INST.TIME:= INST TIME+ 1501 
•C.OTo' Ex DONE; 
EvAL ONE OPERANDI 
NOEce:= NDECB + 11 
BYTE:: '1F• DST OPERAND: 0 'THEN• 2~5 •EL.SE• 
t IF' OST OPERAND: 1 •THEN 1 U •ELSE 1 OST OPERAND• 11 
v::: •IF' BYTE:: 127 'THEN' l 'ELSE' UI 
•GOTO' INCBX; 
EvAL ONE OPERANDI NCLRB:: NCLRB + l; 
BYTE:= C:: v::·01 
1 (;.0TO' INCBX; 







. Nl,EG[l:: NNEGB + 11 
BVTE:= '1F 1 DST OPERAND= U 'THEN• 0 •ELSE' 256 • OST OPERAND; 
.v:: tlF' BYTE: 128 !THEN·• 1 1 ELSE 1 U: 
c:= t lF 1 BYTE : O 'THEN' 0 'ELSE• ll 1NST TIME:= 'IF• OST MODE : O ITHeN' 440 'ELSE• 2101 
1 GOTO' INCBX: . 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NCOMe:: NCOM6 + ll 
BVTE:= 1 1F 1 DST OPERAND: 255 •THEN• 0 'ELSE• 205 • DST OPERAND; 
v: = o: 
c:: ll 
•(;OTO' INCBX; 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NTSTB:= NTSTB + ll 
V::: C: = 0 l 
BVTE:= DsT OPERANDI 
1 1F'• OST MODE* 0 'THEN• INST TIME;,: •4110; 
tti,0T0 1 INCBX; 
EVAL BOTH OPERANDS: 
NBIS:= Nels+ 11 
T~P:: OR(S~C OPERAND,OST OPERAND)! 
v:= Ol 
M[OST):: TMP; 
N::, t1F 1 TMP > Mi.XPOS 'TrtEN• 1 'ELSE• 01 
z:: t IF• TMP : 0 •THEN' ·1 'ELSE' UI 
INST TIMEl= INST Tl~E • ('IF• DST MOOE" 0 'THE~• 850 iELSE' 1620) + 
SRC Tl~lNG[SRC MODE)+ . 
( 1 1F• SRC MODE= 0 1 THEN' DST TIMING3A[UST MODE) 
1 ELSE' DST TIMING3[0ST MODEJ)l 
1 IF I OST f-'ODE : 0 A OST : •8 1 THEN t INST TI ME:= INST Ti ME + 290 l 
1 GOT0 1 Ex DONE; , ' 
EVAL BOTH OPERANOSl 
NBIC;: NBIC + ll 
T~P:: 1 1F' SRC OPERAND: MAXWORO 'THEN' 0 'ELSE' MAXWORD 
T~P:: ANQ(TMP,DST OPERANbll 
VI: 0 l ' 
•c.oTo' e1sx; 
SRC OPERAND; 
BITI EVAL BOTH OPtRANDSl 
i'JBIT:: NBIT .+ 1l 
T~P:: ANQ(SRC OPERAND,DST OPERAND); 































































1 1F' PST MOPE t O 'THEN• INST TIMEI= •4801 
1 GOTO' CMPXl 
CMP: EVAL BOTH OPERANDS; 
POS SRC:: SRC OPERANDS MAXPOS; 
POS DST:: OST OPERANDS MAXPOSl 
MCMP:: NcMP + 1l 
OST OPERAND:: 1 1F 1 DST OPERAND: U •YHEN 1 0 1 ELSE 1 655J6 • DST OPERAND: 
T~P:: SRc OPERAND+ OST OPERANDI 
c:: Ol 
1 1F• TMP > MAX~ORO 'THEN• 
•BEG1N 1 c:= 1l TMPI= TMP • a,T16 •END 1 l 
1 1F 1 OST MODE* 0 '1HEN 1 INST TIMEI: •4A0l 
v:: •IF' (POS SRC SRPOS OST) A (POS OST i (TMP SMAXPOS)) •THEN• 1 1 ELSE 1 Ol 
1 GOTO' CMPXl 
sue: EVAL BOTH OPERANDS! 
SRC OPERAND :: M[SRC); 
DST OPERAND :: M[DST]; 
PDS $RC :: SRC OPERANDS MAXPOS; 
POS DST := DST OPERANDS MAXPOSl 
NSUB:= NSUB + ll 
SRC OPERAND :: •1~• SRC OPERAND :u 'THEN'O'ELSE 1 65536 • SRC OPERAND: 
C: :(I; 
TMP : : SR·C OPERAND + OST OPERANDI 
•1F• TMP > MAX~ORO •THE~• 
'BEGIN"• c::11 
'END•; 
TMP :: •IF• TMP:&1716 •THEN• 0 •ELSE•· TMP•B1Ti6 
V :: .'IF• (P?S SR,C i RPOS OST) A (POs SRC.i(TMP;!iMAX~OS)) 1 THEN 1 1 1 ELSE 1 Oi 
'GOTO' B1sx; 
ADDI EVAL 80TH OPERANDSl 
POS $RC:: SRC OPERANDS MAXPOS; 
POS pST:: DST OPlRANO ~ MAXPOS: 
NADD:= NAOD + 11 
c:=O: 
TMP:: SRc OPERAND+ OST OPERANDI 
'IF• TMP > MAXWORO 1 THEN 9 
•8EGrN• c:= 1l 
TMPI: 'IF' TMP = 81T~6 1 THEN• 0 •ELSE• TMP • 81T16 
•ENO•; . . 
v;a •II' (POS SRC; POS OST) A (POS ~ST a~<TMP SMAXPOS)) •THEN•. 1 'ELSE' Ol 
•GOTO' B1sx: - . -
EXORI E~AL ONE OPERANDI 
NX-OR:: NxOR + 1l 
TMPI: ANp(XOR(OST OPERAND,M[•SRC REG -1]),MAXWORO)I 
SRC 1-100E:: O;. 
•GOTO' B1sx1 
BIS!ll EVAL BOTH OPERANOSl 
NBIS5:: NBl~B + 11 
BVTf;: OR(SRC OPERAND,DST OPERAND>l 
v:= o; 
BISSX; •IF 1 OUPpER •THEN• 
•BEGIN' TMPl;: (WHOLE OST 1 ~561. • 2561 
TMPI: WHOLE DST• TM~il 

































































•ELSE' TMp:: WHOLE DST 1 256; 
M[OST]:: 1 IF• OUPPER 1 THEN' 256 ~ BVTE + TMP •E~SE 1 256 * TMP + BYTEJ 
CMPtlX: N :: 1 1Fi BYTE> 127 •n;tN' 1 •ELSE• Ol 
z:: •IF' BYTE: U 'iHt::N' 1 'ELSE• U; 
~ovx: INST TIME:= ( 1 1F 1 DST MOOE: 0 'THE~• 850 'ELSE'' 1620) + 
. sRC TIMING[SRC MODE] + 
( 1 IF• SRC MOOE= 0 'THEN' DST TIMING3A[DST MOOE] 
1 ELSE 1 DST TIMING3[DST MOOE]); 
1 1F• OST MOOE: 0 A OST: •8 'THEN' 1NST TIME:: INST TIME+ 2901 
I IF 1 ~ DuPPER 1Tt1Etn 1 GOT0 1 t::X!JONE: 
DONU 1 1F 1 OST: •8 v (SRC MOOE= 0 A IJST MOOE: 0) ITHEN 1 •GOTO• EXOONEl 
1 1,0To' E xDONE; 
BICtl: EVAL BOTH OPERANIJSl 
NB1ce:: NBICB + 1: 
nip:: 1 IF I SRC OP ER ANO : 255 1 THEN I U t ELSE 1 255 • SRC OPERAND; 
BYTE:= ANO(TMP,OST OPERAND); 
v:= c: 
tGOTO' B1SBX; 
BITts: EVAL BOTH OPERANOSl 
N81TBl= NBITB + ll 
BYTE:: AND(SRC ~PERANO,DST OPERAND); 
V: = 0 l 
1 1F 1 OST MODE; .fJ 1 Tt1EN 1 INST TIME::, -460J 
1 GOTO' CMPBX; 
CMPB: EVAL BOTH OPERANUSl 
NCMPBl= NCMPB + ~J 
PGS SRCl: SRC OPERANDS 127; 
PCS oST:: OST OPERA~O S 127: 
OST OPERAND:: 1 1r 1 OST OPERAND= U 1 THEN 1 0 •ELSE' 256 • DST OPERAND: 
BVTE:= 05T OPERAND+ SRC OPERAND; 
c:= o; 
• 1 F • BYTE > 255 •THEN' 
•BEG1N• C:: 1l BYTE:: BYTE• 25~ 1 END'l 
•IF 1 OST MODE* 0 1 THEN 1 INST TIME:a -480; 
v:= • IF' (POS SRC ;;;~pas DST) " (POS DST s (BYTE s127)) 'THEN• 1 •ELSE• Ol 
•GOTO' CMPBX; 
6H: NeR:: NBR + 1; 




PC:: M[•f\] + ( 1 1F 1 TMP > 127 'THEN' l" (TMP • 256) 'ELSE' TMP + TMP); 
M[•8J :::: pC; 
'IF• PC < 256 v PC~ 10 AODR •THEN• ~RROR("BRANCH OFFSET ERR0R")l 
!~ST TIMt:: 1140: 
• GOTO I ExOONE; 
NBEQ:: Neto + 1l 
• IF• Z = 1 'THEN' 1 GOT0 1 BRX; 
11,ST TIME:= 850: 
'GOTO' ExDONE; 
NBNE:: N·sNE + ll 
• IF'I Z : O 'THEN' ic;oT0 1 SRX' •ELSE• •GOTO• NOBRJ 
BM I : N l:IM I : : N BM I + ll 
'IF 1 N : 1 'THEN' 'GOTO• BRX 'ELSE' •GOTO• NOBRJ 
































































•IF• N s: 0 ',HEN' 1 GOT0 1 BRX 'ELSE• •GOTO• NOBRI 
BCSIBLO:NBCS:= Nees+ 11 
I IF' C : 1 'THEN• 1 GOT0• BRX •ELSE• •GOTO• NOBRI 
BCCIBHIS:~ecc:= NBCC + ll 
1 IF 1 C : 0 'THEN' 'GOT0 1 BRX 'ELSt:: I •GOT0 1 NOBRI 
evs: NBVS::i N5VS + 11 
t IF• V = 1 'THEN' 1 GOTO• BRX 1 ELSE 1 •GOTO• NOl:!RI 
eve: NEIVC:= Neve+ 1; 
'IF'' V : 0 'THEN' 1 GOT0 1 BRX 'ELSf: 1 •GOTO• NOBRI 
BLT: N6LT:: NeLT + 1l 
1 IF 1 N+V : 1 •THEN' •GOTO' BRX 'ELSE• 1 GOT0 1 NOSRl 
BGE: NBGE:: N5GE + 1l 
• IF• N+V * 1 'Tl-lEN 1 •GOTO' BRX 'ELSE• •GOTO• NOBRI 
BLEI NBLE:: NBLE + 11 
'IF• (N+v : 1) v (Z :i 1) •THEN• •GOTO• BRX 'ELSE• •GOTO' NOBRI 
BGT: NBGT:: NeGT + 1l 
'IF• (N+V *1) "'· (Z : 0) 'THEN• •GOTO• BRX 1 ELSE' •GOTO• NOBRI 
BHI: NBHI := NBHI + li 
t IF 1 (C : O) ... (Z : O) •THEN' •GOTO• eRX •ELSE• •GOTO• NOBRl 
BLOS: N8LOS I= NBLOS + 1; , 
t IF• C : 1 v, Z : 1 •THEN• •GOTO' BRX •ELSE 1 •GOTO' NOBRI 
C1.RCC: 'IF I EVEN(INSTRUCTION) * 1 1 THEN' C:: 0 
'IF• EVEN(INSTRUCTION 2) 
' 1 
1 lHE1l' V = OJ 
'IF' EVEN(INSTRUCTION 4) * 1 'THEN• :Z = 0 I 
•IF' EVEN(INSTRUCTION 8) * 1 'THEN• N: OJ 
INST flMEI= 1140 l 
NCC:: NCC+ u 
1 GOTO' ExDONf.l 
SETcc: I IF• EVEN(INSTRUtTION) * 1 1 THEN 1 C:: 1J 
'IF t EVEN(INSTRUCTION i 2) * 1 'THEN• V:: 11 
•IF' EVEN(INSTRUCTION • 4) * 1 'THEN• :Z: = 11 
I IF' EVEN(INSTRUCTION 4 8) * 1 'THEM: NI: 1; INST TIMEI: 1140; 
NCC:: tlCC • 1: 
'GOTO' ExDONE: 
SPL: N~PL:= NSPL + 1: 
CPU pRIORITY:: INSTRUCTION• 1521 
1 1F•cPu pR10R1TY: 0 •THENI ERROR("CPU PRIOR/Ty SE1 TO 0")l 
SET NEXT INTERRUPT TIMEI 
INST TIMEI= 1140; 
•GOTO' ExOONE; 
HALT: NI.CR; 
N~ALT :: NHALT + 11 
TYLIN :: -1 100 ooo; 



































































1 1r• NEXT INTERRUPT TIME• LONG WAIT •T"EN' ERROR( 11 NO INTERRUPT PENOIN- 11 )J 
IDLE:= IDLE+ NEXT INTERRUPT TIME• CLOCKJ 
CLOCK:: NEXT INTERRUPT TIME; 
NWAIT:= NWAIT + ll 
SET NEXT INTERRUPT TIME; 
•~oTo' ExDONE; 
RESET: FREE LIST HEAD:= ll 
NREST :: NREST + ll 
•FOR• 1 :: l 'STEP• l 'UNTIL' NUM INTt::RRUPT SLOTS 'DO• NEXT ON CHAIN[ I]:= l+lJ 
NEXT ON CHAIN[NUM l"TERRUPT SLOTS]:= Ol 
NEXT INTERRUPT TIME :: LONG WAIT; 
•FOR• I l: 1 •STEP• 1 'UNTIL' 7 'DO' ~ IRST SLOT[ I]:: 0; 
M[TPS ,:_ ;>J :: M[PRS .:, 2] :: M[PPS .:, 2! ;: Ol 
M[TPB ,:_ 21 := M[PRS .:, 2l :: M[PPB ;. 2! ;: n; 
CLOCK:= CLOCK+ 20 000 ooo;o; 
IDLE ::: IDLE+ 20 000 000.l 
•GOTO' ExDONE; 
sxT: EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
M[OST):: 'If• N°: 0 'THEN' ZERO 'ELSt::• "IAXWOROJ 
.z:: •Ir' N = 0 'THEl'< 1 1 •ELSE' 0; 
HSXT:: N5XT + ll, 
'GOTO' SwAx; 
RTS: NRTS:= NRTS + li 
SP:: M[•7ll 
'IF• EVEN(SP) * 1 1 THEN 1 ERROR("STACK POINTEi ODO");, 
'IF• SP + 2 >" 10 ADDR 'THEN• ERROR( 11 STACK UNOERfLOW"); 
Ml-BJ:: M[-OsT REG • ll J 
RT I: 
RTX; 
M[•DST REG• 1]:: M(SP.:, 2J; 
IH•7J :: sP + 2; 
INST TIME:: 2040; 
' 1 GOTO' ExDONE; 
NRTI := NRTI + U 
SP:= M[•7J: 
1 IF 1 EVEN(SP) $ 1 1 fHEN 1 ERRORC"STACK POINTER OOO"ll 
1 •F• SP + 4 > ID ADLlR 'THEN' ERROR("STACI< UNOERPLOW 11 ); 
n,P:= SP i 2; 
f.1(-[lJl: M(TMpJ; 
PSW:: M~TMP + lll 
Ml-7Jl= sP + 4; 
Cl: PSW - 2 * (PSW 
v:= pSw. 2 * (PSW 
z:~ pSW - 2 * (PSW 
N:: PSW. 2 * (PSW 
Tl: pSW. 2 ~ (PSW 
CPU pRIORITV:=·Psw 
lhST TIME:= 3040; 
•GOTo' ExDONE: 
1 2); PSW: PSW 2l 
.:, 2 l; PSW : PSW 2; 
.:, 2 l J PSW : PSw 21 
,:_ 2 l l PSW: PSW 2: 
.. 2 l' 
.... 2; 
RTT: N~TT;: NRTT + 11 
1 GOT0 1 RTXl 
ILL~GALl ERRoR("ILLEGAL 1NSTRUCT!ON 11 ); 


































































!f,ST TIME:= 4890: 
•C.OTo• f.xDONE: 
34 
T~P :: INSTRUCTION• 256 * (INSTRUCT,ON1256)l 
'IF' TMP > 250 •THEN• 






'END I l 
VEC!: 12; 
'GOTO' SVSBUG[TMP•250J: 
USER OUM~; •GOTO' CYCLE; 
CORE DUMP(M[(OLDPC+2)12),M[(OLDPC+4)12l)l 
TRACE ti.AG :: 'FALSE' l 'bOTO' EXOONE; 
TRACE FLAG :: !TRUE• I •Gora• CYCLE I 
M[•8l l:OLDPC + 6; •GOTO• CYCLE! 
NL.CR; PRINTTEXT("PRINT AT LOC "); SPACER::6; 
TYLIN :=TYL.IN+ 11 'If' TvLIN>LINE LIMIT •THEN' ERROR(•TOO MUCH PRINTED OUTPUT•)! 
OCTAL(OLOPC); SPACER::1; 
TMP :: M[(OLOPC+2)l2ll '1F 1 TMP>16'THEN'ERR0R("PRINT MAY NQT HAVE> 16 PARAMETERS")! 
'FOR' 1:=1 'STEP• 1 'UNTIL• TMP 1 00' 
'BEGIN' TMP1 :: M[t0LUPC+2+2*1) 12)1 
'END'; 
• IF' TMPl>MAXLORE •THEN• ERROR(•ATTEMPT TO PRINT NONEXISTENT MEMORY LOCATION•); 
OCTAL<M[TMPll2J)I 
M[•lll :: OLOPC + 2•TMP+4, 
'GOTO• CVCLEl 
NEMT:: NEMT + 1~ 
Sl<IITCH Psw: 
INST TIME:: 4890; 
•GOTO' EXOONE; 
BPT:. NePT:= NSPT + 11 
VEC:: 6l 
SWITCH Psw: 
l~ST TiMEl= 4890; 
•C.OTo' ExDONE: 
!OT: NIOT:: N!OT + 11 
ve.c:: a, 
h1TCl1 Psw, 
l~ST Ti~E:= 48901 
•GOTO' l:.XOONE: 
SWA~: EvAL ONE OPERANDI 
NSWA5:= NSIAB + ll 
BY:E:= DST OPERAND l 256: 
T~P:: DST OPERAND - 256" BYTE; 
1 1r• TMP = 0 'THEN' TMP :: O; 
MIDST]:= 256 * TMP + BYTEJ 
fl:: •IF I UST OPERAND > MAXPOS ITHEN' 1 'ELSE' .0 l 
z:: •IF• BYTE: 0 'THEN' ;1 ·'ELSE' Ol 
v:: c:= 01 
•GOTO' SwAx; 
Aoc: EVAL. ONE OPERAND/ 
NADC:: NADC + 11 
TMP:: DST OPERAND+ Cl 
v:: tlf' DST OPERAND: MAXPOS • C: l •THEN' 1 1 ELSE' 01 
c:: • If' DST OPERAND: MAXIORO • C: 1 •THEN 1 1 •ELSE• 0; 
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ADCt!: EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
Ni'DC:: NADC + 1l 
BVTE:= DST OPERAND• Cl 
v:: •If' (OST OPERAND= 127) ~ C • 1 •THEN' 1· 1 ELSE' 0; 
Cl: •If' <OST OPERAND= 2,5) ~ C: 1 •THEN' 1 1 ELSE 1 01 
1 IF' 1 BVTE : 256 1 THEN 1 BVTE:: Ol 
•GOTO• INCBX; 
sec: NSBC:= NsSC + 1: 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
T~P:: DST OPERAND• Cl 
v:= • IF'' TMP : 327611 •THEN' 1 •ELSE• o; 
c:: t IF'' TMP : 0 ~ C : 1 1 THEN 1 0 'ELSE' 11 
1 If' TMP : 0 'THEN' TMP: ■ Ol 
1 IF• TNP ■ •1 •THEN• TMPLD MAXWORDI 
1 GOT0 1 INCXl 
sece: EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NSBCe:: NSBCB + 11 
BVTE:= DST OPE~AND • C; 
Vl ■ • IF• BVTE : 128 ITHENT 1 •ELSE' U; 
Cl ■ • IF I BVTE : (J ~ C : 1 1 THEN' U 'lLSE' 11 
'iF 1 BVTE = 0 •THEN' evn::11 o; 
t IF• BVTE : •1 'THEN I BVTE :_: 255; 
•GOTO' INCBX; 
ASRB: EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NASRBl ■ NASRB + ll 
BYTE: ■ DST O'PERANO .l. 2 + I' IF I DST OPERAND > 127 1 THEN• 128 • ELSE t O) l 
ASRax: c:= •IF' EVEN(OST OPERAND) ■ 1 'THEN• 0 'ELSE• 11 
tH: 1 IF• BVTE > 127 'THEN/ 1 1 ELSE 1 O: 
v:: •IF' N+C ■ 1 ITHEN 1 1 'ELSE' Ul 
1 1F' 1 OUPpER 'THEN• INST TIME: ■ 15UI 
1 GOT0 1 INCBX; 
AS~d: EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NAS~a:= NASLB + ll 
BVTE1• OsT OPERAND• OST OPERANDI 
ASLpx: 1 1r 1 BYTE> 255 'THEN' BVTEI= 'IF• 8VT~" 256 1 THEN 1 0 1 ELSE 1 BYTE• 2561 





NI ■ • IF' BYTE > l.27 •THEN' 1 'ELSE• Ul 
v:: • IF' N+C ■ 1 •THEN' 1 'ELSE' Ul 
•GOTO' INCBX; 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NASR:: NASR+ ll 
T~P:: OST OPERANU 1 2 + <•1F• OST OPERAND> MAXPOS 'THEN' 32768 1 ELSE• 0)1 
Nl ■ •IF 1 TMP > MRXPOS 'THEN• 1 'ELSE• 01 
Cl: • IF• EVEN(OST OPERAND)": 1 'THEN• 0 'ELSE' ll 
VI: 1 IF' N+C : 1 •THEN' 1 ·•ELSE' Ul 
•GOTO' INCXl 
EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NASL:= NASL + ll 
T~P:: DST OPERAND+ OST DPERANOl 
c:: Ol 
'IF• TMP > MAXWORO 'THEN• 
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TMP:: 1 1F' TMP: 81Tl6 'THEN• 0 •ELSE• TMP • BIT16 
•END• l 
111:: 1 If• TMP > MAXPCS 'THEN• 1 'El.SE• OJ 
v:= • If• N+C : 1 •ThEN' 1 'ELSE' u; 
1 GOTO' I NCX l 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NROL:: NROL + 1l 
T~P:: DST OPERAND+ OST OPERAND+ Cl 
t GOTO' ASLX l 
EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NROR:: NROR + 11 
T~P:: DST OPERAND l 21 
1 IP• C : 1 1 THEN• Tr,1p:: TMP + 32768; 
•GOTO' AsRx; . 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NROLe:: NROLB + 11 
BYTE:: OST OPERAND+ OST OPERAND+ C; 
•GOTO' ASLBX; , 
EVAL ONE OPERA~Ol 
NROR9:: NRORB + 11 
BYTE:= OST OPERAND l 21 
1 IF 1 C : ·1 'THEN' BYTE:a BYTE + 128; 
•GOTO' ASRBX; 
NSOB:= NSOB + 11 
TMP:: M[-SRC REG• lll 
TMP:: • IF' TMP: 1 •THEN• 0 'ELSE• 1,p• TMP: 0 •T~EN• MAXWORO 'ELSE' TMP • 11 
1 1F 1 TMP to· 'THEN' M[•8J:• M[•8J • 16 * OST MOOE• 2• DST REG; 
M[•SRC REG• 1] :: TMPI 
INST TIME:: 'IF'' TMP 11= 0 1THENt 1140 •ELSE' 129U; 
•GOTO' EXDONE; 
NMARK:: NMARK + ll 
SP;: M[•7l + 16 * DST MOOE+ 2 * DST REG+ 2; 
M[•8] :: M[-6] l 
'IP• SP~ 10 ADOR • 2 1 THEN 1 ERROR("STACK UNDERPLOW")l 
M[•6]l: M[SP l 2); 
M[•?] le SP + 21 
INST TIME:: 1990; 
•GOTO' EXDONE; 
EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
NMUL:= NMUL + 11 
SRC OPERAND:: M[-sRC REG• 1ll 
SUPPER:: DUPPER:: 'TRUE•; 
1 IF'• SRC OPE~AND > MAXPOS 1 THEN' 
•BEGIN' SUPPER:: 1FALSE 1 l SR, OPERANO:a 65536 • SRC OPERAND '!NO'J 
1 IF'• DST OPERAND >MAXPOS 1 THEN 1 
•BEGIN' OUPPERI: !FALSE'l DST OPERAND:= 65536 • DST OPERAND 1 END 1 1 
MUL1:= SRC OPERANDI 
MUL2:: DST OPERAND; 
MUL3:= MuLl * MUL2J 
NI: •IF• SUPPER i DUPPER 'THEN' 0 'ELSE' 11 
z:: • IF'• MUL3 : 0 'THEN• 1 1 ELSE 1 0; 
v:: Ol 
c:: • IF• (MUL3 > 32761:!) v ((N:O) " MUL3 : 32768) 'THEN• 1 1 ELSE' 0; 
TMP1:= MUL3 l 655361 
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•tr• N = 1 1 THEN• 
•BEGIN• TMPl:• MAXWORO •-TMP11 
TMP2:• 65536 • TMP2J 
37 
• tF• TMP2 ~ BIT16 1 THEN 1 
1 BEGIN 1 TMP2:= TMP2 • BIT161 
TMP1:= TMP1 + 11 
1 1F• TMPl=BtT16 'THEN' TMP11=01 
1 ENO•J 
•ENO•; 
1 1F 1 TMP1: 0 1 THEN' TMP11" 01 
•tF• TMP2 = 0 •THEN' TMP2:= Ol 
1 1F 1 EVEN(SRC REG) : 1 1 THEN 1 
•BEGIN' M[•SRC REG• 2]1: TMP21 
M[•$RC REG •1J:: TMP1 
•ENO• 
1 ELSE' M[•SRC REG• 1)1: TMP2; 
INST TIME:= 3840 + ( 1 tF• OST MOOE: O •THEN 1 DST TIMINGJA[OST MOO!] 
1 ELSE 1 DST TIMING3[0ST MOOEJ)l 
1 GOTO' EXDONE; 
OIVI EVAL ONE OPERANDI 
Q1 :: M[-SRC RE.G•lll Q2 :• M[•SRC REG •211 
NDIV:= NOIV + 11 
1 IF• DST OPERAND a O •THEN' 
•BEGIN' ~:11 v:: 11 INST TIME:: 14401 tGOT0 1 EXOONE 'EN0 1 I 
K:: •IF• EVEN(SRC REG) • 1 'THEN' •SRC REG •2 1 ELSE 1 •SRC REG. 11 
TMP2 :: M[Kll ' 
TMP1:= M[•SRC REG• 111 
I I I:: 0 l 
1 1f 1 TMPl > MAXPOS 'THEN• 
•BEGiN• TMP2:= 65536 • TMP2l 
TMPl:11 MAXWORO • TMPll 
1 tF• TMP2 • BIT16 'THEN' 




•EN0 1 l 
I I I:" 11 
MULJ:: 65536,0 • MUL1 + MUL2l 
TMP1:• TMP1 +·1J 
J:: 1IF• OST OPERAND> MAXPOS 1THEN1 6,536 - OST OPERAND •ELSE•osr·oPERAND; 
v:= • IF'' TMP1 > J 1 THEN 1 1 'ELSE• OJ 
c:= OJ 
TMP:: MUL3 ~ J; 'tf 1 TMP a 0 1THEN 1 TMPI• 01 
t:: •IF' OST OPERAND> MAXPOS •THEN• 1 'ELSE• OJ 
I I l: MULJ • TMP • JI 
1 IF I I I : 0 'THEN I I I I 11 0 I 
• IF• TMP > MAXWORO •THEN• TMP:11 ANO(TMP,MAXWORO)J 
1 IF• 11 I + I ::. 1 •THEN' TMP:: 1 lf 1 TMP " 0 'THEN• 0. 1 ELSE 1 65536 •"TMPf 
• IF' t I I I : 1 t THEN t I I I: ; f'F I I I : 0 1 THEN 1 0 'ELSE I 65536 • I I I 
Ml•SRC REG• 1]:: TMPI . 
1 IP'• K = •SRC REG • 2 1 THEN 1 M[K] :: 11 I 
NI: •If' TMP > ~AXPOS 1 THEN• 1 'ELSE• 01 
z:11 t If' TMP : 0 •THEN' 1 'ELSE' Ul 
1111ST TIME:= 'IF'' I + 11 : 1 1 THEN• 13040 'ELSE• 77401 
•IF•v=1 •THEN• 'BEGIN' M[•SRC REG•1J::Q1i M[-SRC REG-2JICQ2 1 ENo•, 
•GOTO' ExDONE; 































































TMP:: M[-SRC REG• 1]1 
NASt-1: NASt-1 + 11 
v:: O 
38 
TMP2: •1F• TMP > MAXPOS 1Tt-1EN 1 32761:l •ELSE• OJ 
TMP1:= 05T OPERAND• 64 * (OST OPERAND 1 64) I 
•IF' TMP1 > 31 'THEN• TMP1 :: TMPl • 641 
'IF• TMP1 < 0 'THEN' 
1BEG1N• 'F0Rt 11: 1 •STEP• 1 •UNTIL' •TMP1 100• 
•BEGIN' Cl• 1 IF' EVEN(TMP) • 1 1 THEN• 1 •ELSE' 01 




•FOR• I== 1 •STEP• 1 •UNTIL' TMP1 •oo• 
•BEGIN' TMP2:: TMP + TMP; 
c:= 01 
•1F• TMP2 > MAXWORO •THEN' 
•BEGIN' TMP2:: TMP2 • 81T16; 
1END 1l 
'IF• TMP2 " 0 1THEN• TMP21" 01 
C:: 1 
1 IF' 1 ( TMP2 > MAXPOS • T'IP S MAXPOS) 
• (TMP2 S MAXPOS • TMP > MAXPOS) 'THEN• VI" 11 
TMP:: TMP2 , 
•EN0 1 ; 
M[•SRC REG• 1]:~ TMPI 
Nit: •IF' TMP > t,,AXPOS 'THEN' 1 'ELSE:• 01 
z:: • IF' TMP = 0 1 THEN 1 1 'ELSE' 01 
INST TIME:= 1440 + 150 * ABS(TMPl) ♦ OST TIMING3A[OST MODE]I 
1 II" OST OPERAND : Q !THEN I INST TI Mt: I: I NSt Tl ME • 150 I 
•GoTo' ExDONK; 
EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
NASHc:: NASHC + 11 
11 :: 1 IF• TMPl > MAXPOS !THEN' 32768 •ELSE' 01 
· •JI: OST OPERAND• 64 * (DST OPERAND 4 64) ; . 
1 11'' J > 31 'THEN I J : : J • 64 I 
T~P1:= M[•SRC REG• 1]1 
Kl: 1 1F 1 EVEN(SRC REG) : 1 1THEN' •SNC REG• 2 1 ELSE 1 -SRC REG - 1; 
Tf,iP2:= M[l<ll 
v:c Ol 
1 IF• J < 0 1THEN 1 
1ELSE' 
•BEGIN' 1FDRI I l: 1 1STEP 1 1 ••UNTIL' •J •DO• 
•ENO• 
'BEGIN' c:11 1 IF' EVE:N(TMP2) f 1. 'THEN• 1 •ELSE• 01 
TMP2:: TMP2 i'.21 
'END• 
• IF• EVEN(TM~ll t 1 •THEN 1 TMP2l: TMP2 +· 32768;· 
TMP1l: TMP1 4 2 + I I 
'FOR• 1:: 1 1STEP 1 l 'UNTI~• J 1D0 1 
•BEGIN' TMP3:: TMP1 + TMP1J 
c:= O; 
1 1F' 1 TMP3 > MAXWORO •THEN' 
1 IF'' 
•BEGLN' TMPJ:a TMP3 • BIT161 Cl•1l 
11F• TMP3" 0 1 THEN 1 TMP31: 01 
•END 1 ; 
(TMP1 > MAXPOS • TMP3 ~ MAXPOS) • (TMP1 
TMPll= 1 IF' TMP2 > MAXPOS 'THEN' TMPJ 
TMP2:: TMP2 • TMP2; 
S MAXPOS A TMP3 ·> MAXPOS) 1 THEN• V :• 11 










































M[•SRC REG• 1]1: T~Pll 
M[K];: TMP21 
39 
• IF• TMP2 > MAXWORD •THEN' 
1 8EG1N' TMP2:• TMP2 • BIT16l 
• 1 lf' 1 TMP2: 0 •THEN' TMP21c 01 
1 ENO• 
ZI= •IF' TMP1: 0 A TMP2: 0 1 THEN 1 l •ELSE• 01 
NI• I lf' 1 TMP1 > MAXPOS 1 THEN 1 1 'ELSt::• 01 
INST TIME:= 1440 + 150 * A8S(J) + DST TIMINGJA[DST MOOE]l 
1 If'' OST OPERAND : 0 1 THEN 1 INST TIMt:::• INST TIME • 1501 
•c.oTo• txDONE: 
JMP: EVAL ONE OPERAND; 
•If• DST MODE: 0 'THEN• ERROR("JUMP TO REGISTER•); 
•If' OST MODE: 2 'THEN• OST ADDR:: OST AOOR + 21 
M[•B]:: OST AOOR; 
1 1F• DST ADDR > 10 AODR •T"HEN' ERROR(•JUMP TO 10 AREA 11 )1 
INST TIME :: 1140 + OST TIMINGl[OST MODE]l 
NJMP:= NJMP + 11 
•GOTO' ExDONE: 
JSR: · EVAL ONE OPERANb; 
'END' 
'ENO' 
. N~SR ;: NJSR + 11 
1 1f 1 OST MODE: 0 'THEN• ERROR("JSR TO REGISTER")l 
1 1F• DST MODE: 2 1 1HEN 1 OST AOORI: OST AOOR + 21 
SPI: M[•?l; 
tlf• EVENISP) t l 1 THEN 1 ERROR("STACK POINTER ODD"ll 
•If• SP c STACK LIMIT+ 2 'THEN' ERROR("STACK OVERFLOW•); 
SP:: SP - 21 1 
MlSPl 2] ;: M[-SRC REG• 1ll 
M[•7j :: SP: 
Ml•SRC REG-1] :: M[•8]1 
M[•B] :: oST AOORJ 
INST TIME:= 2290 + OST TIMING1[DST MOOE]; 
•GOTO' EXOONE: 
0\ 
ERROR MESSAGES ADDRESS INST IMM~Ol 1MMED2 
40 
SOURCE STATEMENT 























































































































WAIT UNTIL THE CHAR HAS BEEN READ 
RETURN 
PRINT ROUTINE 
WAIT UNTIL THE CHARACTER HAS BEEN PRINTED 
RETURN 
lCLEAR PARITY BIT 
!RETURN FROM INTERRUPT 
!RETURN ~ROM PRINTER INTERRUPT 
MOV #128,,58, ISET UP THE READER INTERRUPT VECTOR 
MOV #RI0,56, l" . 
MOV #128,,54, ISET UP THE PRINTER INTERRUPT VEC!OR 
MOV #PI0,52, I" 
MOV' #1000,,SP ISET UP THE STACK POINTER 
!THIS PROGRAM READS A SERIES OF IDENTIFIERS ANO INDICATES WHICH 
;ONES ARE NOT VALID ALGOL IDENTIFIERS BV TYPING A QUESTION MARK 

























IREAQ A CHAR INTO RQ 
I IS IT A PERIOD? 
l IF IT IS NOT A PERIOD, CONTINUE 
lTHIS SHOJLD BE OBVIOUS 
lTHE SUBROUTINE LETTER TELLS IF IT IS A LETTER 
l IF' IT IS A LETTER, IT SETS R1"1 
lR11tO MEAMS IT WAS NOT A LETTER,THUS NOT AN IDENTIFIER 
lPRINT IT 
/GET THE NEXT CHARACTER 
I IS IT A SPACE 
I IF SO, l.;NORE IT 
I 1S IT A LETTER? 
ICHECIC RESULT 
l IF IT IS A LETTER, GOTO 01( 
IIT IS NOT A LETTER, IS IT A DIGIT? 
lCHECIC RESULT OF THE CALL TO DIGIT 
I IF IT IS A DIGIT, ALL IS FINE 
llS THE CHAR A CARRIAGE RETURN? 
·I IF' SO, THIS IS AN ALGOL IDENTIFIER 
llT IS NOT LETTER,DIGIT OR CARRAIGE RET, THUS ERROR 




COQ600 000167 177720 .JMP GET 
OOo604 004767 177602 ISIOI .JSR PC,PRSYM 
000610 004767 177564 .JSR PC,RESYM 
~ 000614 004767 177572 .JSR PC,PRSVM 
000620 OOU167 177646 .JMP MAIN 
0l'0624 004767 177562 ERROR: .JSR PC,PRSVM 
O(lo630 004767 177544 .JSR PC,RESYM 
OOQ634 020027 000040 CMP R0,1!32, 
000640 001773 f!EQ ERROR+4 
000642 020027 000015 CMP R0,1!13, 
011(1646 001366 BNE ERROR 
01'n650 01270u 000077 MOV #63,,RO 
UOn654 U0476t ! 77532 .JSR PC,pRSVM 
OPQ6f,O Ot.270IJ 000015 ~.ov #13., RO 
000664 00476'i 177522 .JSR PC,PRSVM 
C00670 004767 177504 .JSR PC,RESVM 
000674 004767 177512 .JSR PC,PRSVM 
000700 OOl/167 177566 ·..iMP MA IN 
eo~7o4 ~.12701 000001 LETTER: l•iOV #1, ,Rl 
oon71 r, 1)20027 000140 CMP R0,#96, 
0UQ714 003002 SGT L.1 
000716 01·2701 000000 MOV #0,, Rl 
000722 020027' 00017? Lll CMP R0,#122, 
000726 003402 BL.E L.2 
oon730 Ot2701 000000 MOV #O,,R1 
000734 OOU207 L21 RTS PC 
COo736' 012701 000001 DIGIT: MOV #1.,Rl 
001)742 020027 000060 CMP R0,#48, 
000746 002or2 i:iGE D1 
000750 01.2701 000000 MOV #(!. ,R1 
OPo754 020027 000072 011 CMP R0,#58, 
000760 002402 8!..T D2 
OGQ7b2 012701 000000 MOVl!O,,R1 
POo766 000207 0'-: RTS PC 
000436 ,ENO START 
0 E~RORS' IN ABOVE ASsEMBL.Y 23 SECONOS ASSEMBLY TIME 
!CONTINUE READING 
lTVPE OF' THE CARRIAGE RETURN 
IREAO THE NEXT CHAR WHICH 1S ALWAYS LINE FEED 
lTYPE OUT THE LINE FEED 
lCHECK THE NEXT IDENTIFIER 
ITVPE THE CHARACTER 
lGET THE NEXT ONE 
l IS IT A CARRIAGE RETURN? 
l IF NOT, GET ANOTHER, 1,E, SKIP UNTIL CARRAIGE RETURN 
l63 IS QUESTION MARI< 
lTVPE THE QUESTION MARK 
lPUT A CARRIAGE RETURN IN RO 
lTVPE THE CARRIAGE RETURN 
lREAO THE LINE rEEO 
lTYPE THE LINE rEEO 
lSTART ON NEXT LINE 
)TENTATIVELY RESULT IS TRUE 
lCOMPARE TO A 
llT SHOULD BRANCH HERE 
ISET RESU~T TO rALSE 
lC0:-1PARE TO Z 
lSHOUL.D B~ANCH HERE TOO 
ISET RESULT TO rALSE 
/RETURN 
lTENTATIVE RESULT IS TRUE 
ICOMPARE TO 0 
ISHOULD BRANCH 
lSET RESULT TO rALSE 
lC0MPARE TO 9 
ISHOULO BRANCH 
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NUMBE~ UF CHARACTER& READ: 1067 NUMSER'or LINES TYPED= 13 
AVE~AGE POP TIME PER INSTRUCTION: 2606 NANOSECn1ms 
AVERAGE NVMSER OF PDP INSTRUCTIONS PER SECOND OF X~ YIME: 134 
~DIST OF ACOR MODES 0-7 3871 0 3730 0 0 0 3703 
PRO~~AM COUNTER DISTRIBUTION, ADDRESS (OCTAL) FREQUENCY Of USE (DECIMAL) 
BELCJVI 00040 J r ABOVE 001000 0 
0004•,U 1107 0004(12 a 000404 u 000406 1067 000410 
CC O'-i: i.J .45 ono4,!2 10~7 000424 0 01)0426 1067 000430 
oon•«,u 0 ono442 0 000444 1 000446 0 000450 
0U04t,u 1 OOQ4o2 0 000464 u 000466 1 000470 
000::>Uu 0 0005(12 14 000504 1 000506 13 000!:>10 
00C:>.:!U 11 oro:i:!2 0 000524 577 000526 0 000530 
0U0:,4v 0 oro542 87 000544 u 000546 87 000550 
000:,6U 15 CP0!:>62 1 l 000564 0 000566 11 000570 
OOl'c,C w 76 00C602 0 000604 7 000606 0 000cl0 
0(10(.dtJ 7 CD0622 ~ 000624 26 000626 0 000630 
0l'0t4J 463 noo64<' .'6 000644 0 000646 26 000650 
0QC,ocu 6 C00662 0 000664 b 000666 0 000670 
OuO/UO 6 Gf>Q7fl2 0 000704 100 on0706 0 000710 
000hU 0 000722 100 0 0 0 724 0 0~0726 100 000730 
00074u 0 0(,0742 j 5 000744 0 000746 15 000750 
0UOi6U 15 000762 o· 000764 0 000766 15 000770 
AOC 0 • 0 ADCB 0 • 0 ADD 0 • 0 ASL 
ASHC 0 • 0 ASR 0 • 0 ASRB 0 • 0 BCC 
B<.E 15 .1 BGT 100 ,9 SHI 0 • 0 BIC 
BISB 0 • 0 BIT 0 • 0 61Ttl 0 • 0 BL 1' 
BMI 0 • 0 BNE 53 ,5 SPL 0 . 0 BPT 
evs 0 • 0 CLR 0 • 0 Cl.RB 0 • 0 CMP 
CUMc:I 0 • 0 cc 0 • 0 UEC 0 • 0 DECB 
t'IAL, 1 • 0 1NC 0 • 0 INCB 0 • 0 IOT 
MARK 0 • 0 MDV 2439 21,4 MOVR 0 • 0 MUL 
RESET 0 • 0 ROL 0 ,u ROL!l 0 • 0 ROR 
RTS 1327 11,6 RTT 0 • u SBC 0 • 0 SBCB 
sue 0 • 0 SWAB 0 • 0 SXT 0 .o TRAP 
WAIT 1212 10,6 XOR 0 • u 
TOTAL TIME FOR ThlS JOB: 121 Sf.CONOS, 
NUMBER OF CHARACfERS PUNCHED• 0 
0 IMMEDIATE: 3730 D1RECh 
1067 000412 145 000414 0 
0 000432 1067 000434 0 
0 000452 1 000454 0 
0 000472 14 000474 0 
0 000512 13 000514 0 
577 000532 0 000534 577 
15 000552 0 000554 15 
4 000572 0 000574 76 
7 000612 0 000614 7 
463 000632 0 000634 463 
6 000652 0 000654 6 
6 000672 0 000674 6 
100 000712 0 000714 100 
0 000732 0 000734 100 
11 000752 0 000754 15 
0 000772 0 000774 0 
0 • 0 ASLB 0 ,0 ASl-f 
0 • 0 BCS 0 ,O BEQ 
1067 9,4 BICB 0 • 0 ·BIS 
15 ,1 BLE 100 ,9 BLOS 
0 • 0 BR 0 • 0 eve 
1436 12,6 CMPB 0 ,o cor,, 
0 • 0 DIV 0 ,0 EMT 
0 • 0 JMP' 93 ,8 JSR 
0 • 0 NEG 0 '0 NEGB 
0 • 0 RORB 0 • 0 RT! 
0 • 0 SOB 0 ,0 SPL 
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ERROR MESSAGES ADDRESS INST IMM~Ol IMMEP2 SOURCE STATEMENT 









000400 012767 000101 077.572 RESYMI MOV #65,,PRS lREAP ROUTINE 
000406 OOIJ001 WAIT lWAIT UNTIL THE CHARACTER HAS BEEN REAP 
000410 000207 RTS PC IRETURN 
r,00412 01U067 077374 PRSYMI MOV RO,TPB IPRINT ROUTINE 
OOn416 noooo1 WAIT IWAIT UNTIL THE CHARACTER HAS BEEN PRIN7ED 
000420 000207 RTS PC IRETURN 
001)422 010700 077354 RIO: MOV PRB,RO lREADER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
no~426 042700 000200 BIC #128,,RO ICLEAR PARITY BIT 
OOQ'l.32 000002 RTI IRETURN fROM INTERRUPT 
000434 OO!J002 PIO: RTI IRETURN FROM PRINTER INTERRUPT 
000436 012767 000200 177426 START: MOV #128,,58, ISET UP THE READER INTERRUPT VECTOR 
000444 012767 000422 177416 MOV #RI0,56, ;11 
000452 012767 000200 177406 MOV, #128, , 54, ISET UP TrlE PRINTER INTERRUPT VEC,TOR 
0C0460 012767 0004.S4 177.S76 MOV #PI0,52, ;u 
110Q4b6· 012706 001750 MOV #1000,,SP ISET UP THE STACK POINTER 
;THIS PROGRAM BREAKS CODES, JUST LIKE JAMES BOND, IN PARTICU~AR IT 
I SPEC IA.LI ZES IN ROTATION CIPHERS, 
000472 004767 177702 LOOPI JSR PC,RESYM IREAD A CHARACTER INTO RO 
V00476 020027 000015 CMP R0,#13, IIS THE CHAR A CARRIAGE RETURN? 
ouoso2. 001420 SEQ DONE I IF IT IS GO 'TO CONE 
000504 16270(/ 000001 sue #1,,RO lSUSTRACT 1 FROM RO, THIS MAKES S INTO A, ETC, 
000510 02C0?.7 000140 CMP R0,#96, I If R0=96, IT w~s ORIGINALLY THE LETTER A 
000514 001002 BNE OK l IF IT WASN'T AN A, ALL IS FINE 
·000516 012700 000172 _MOV #122,,RO llT WAS AN A, PUTZ IN RO 
C0fJ522 020027 000037 •. OK: CMP RO, #31. ;WAS THE CHAR A SPACE? 
000526 00::.002 6NE OK2 I IF' IT rs NOT A SPACE, Go TO 01(2 
000530 062700 000001 ADD #1,,RO IIT WAS A SPACE, FIX IT 
001)534 004767 177652 OK2l JSR- PC,pRSVM IPR\NT THE CHARACTER 
000540 000167 177726 JMP LOOP IGO GET THE NEXT CHAR 
000544 . 000000 OONEI HALT INO COMMENT 
000436 ,END START 
0\ 
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000:>40 so 000542 0 000544 1 000546 0 
000::>60 0 000562 0 000564 • 0 000566 0 
~ 
000 1,co 0 000602 (l 000604 0 000606 0 
000,,20 0 00062? 0 000624 0 000626 0 
OOOc40 0 000ll42 0 000644 0 000646 0 
000otu 0 000662 0 000664 {) 000666 0 
ooo,uu 0 0007(12 0 000704 0 000706 0 
00012u 0 000722 0 000724 u 000726 0 
000140 G 000742 0 000744 0 000746 0 
000.'60 0 000762 0 000764 0 000766 0 
AOC 0 • 0 ADCB 0 • 0 ADD 65 4,1 
ASHC 0 • 0 ASR 0 ,o ASR!I 0 • 0 
BGE 0 • 0 BGT 0 • 0 UHi 0 • 0 
B1sa 0 • 0 BIT 0 • 0 SIT!! 0 • 0 
BM! 0 • 0 BNE 160 10,0 6PI. 0 • 0 
svs 0 • 0 CI.R 0 • 0 Cl.RB 0 • 0 
COMd 0 • 0 cc 0 • 0 DEC 0 • 0 
HAL.T 1 ,1 1NC 0 • 0 INCi.'1 0 • 0 
MARK 0 • 0 MDV 247 15,4 Mova 0 . 0 
RC:SET 0 • 0 ROL 0 • 0 ROI.B 0 .o 
RTS 161 ·10, 1 RTT 0 ,o SBC 0 • 0 
SUB tlO 5.0 SWAB 0 • 0 SXT 0 . 0 
WAIT 161 10,1 XOR 0 ,o 
TOTAL TIME FOR THIS JOB: 39 SECONDS, 
000550 0 000552 0 
000570 0 000572 0 
000610 ·o 000612 0 
000630 0 000632 0 
000650 0 000652 0 
000670 0 ' 000672 0 
000710 0 000712 0 
000730 0 000732 0 
000750 0 000752 0 
000770 0 000772 0 
ASL. 0 • 0 ASI.B 0 
ec;c 0 • 0 ecs 0 
BIC 81 5,1 BICB 0 
Bl. i 0 • 0 BI.E 0 
BPT 0 • 0 BR 0 
CMP 241 15,1 CMPB 0 
DECB 0 • 0 DIV 0 
!OT 0 '0 JMP so 
MUI. 0 • 0 NEG 0 
ROR 0 .o RORB 0 
secs 0 .o SOB 0 













• 0 BIS 
• 0 Bl.OS 
'0 eve 
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THE P~05RAM LOADS 4 TABLES AT THE START or EACH RUN, THEY AREi 
1, TIMINC. TABLE 
-..:i 2, MC ro ASC I I CODE CONVERSION I\) 
3, ASCII TO MC CODE CO~vERSiON 
' 4, ASSEMeLER OPCODE TABLE (DErlNING' MOV, CMP, ,WORD, ETC) 
" tl4J 840 1830 990 1980 1600 2590 u JO·J 300 1050 300 1200 1000 1990 
150 115•1 850 1840 990 2080 1900 2890 
1!:nl /6J 760 1660 9uO 1801! 1660 2560 
u 94., 940 1830 990 2080 1750 2740 
u 841) 840 1650 900 1800 1510 2410 
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 97 98 99 100 101 102 
I UJ 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 1::..2 113 114 115 116 117 118 
1.19 120 121 122 ooo 065 066 067 068 069 U70 071 072 073 074 075 
0/6 Ult 078 07<1 080 081 082 083 084 08~ U86 087 088 089 090 ooo 
04J U47 042 047 ooo 094 061 000 060 000 U62 ooo 126 ooo 096 125 
'2.S uoo 000 000 000 ooo 000 044 046 092 U58 059 000 032 000 000 
000 oou 040 041 091 093 000 000 000 ooo uoo 000 000 ooo 000 ooo 
ooo uuu 000 000 000 000 009 013 039 034 063 038 000 035 095 124 
064 u33 000 000 037 036 013 010 
.22 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 118 135 122 122 134 122 122 
:.22 122 122 n2 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 122 
093 129 121 125 133 132 123 120 098 099 066 064 087 065 088 067 
0110 001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 U90 091 072 070 074 122 
28 u3/ 038 039 040 041 042 043 044 045 046 047 048 049 050 051 
05.: U5.:l 054 055 056 057 058 059 060 061 U62 100 Oti9 101 069 126 
0/8 010 011 012 013 014 015 016 017 018 019 020 0.!1 022 023 024 
O.:!!I U26 027 028 029 030 031 032 033 034 IJ35 080 127 079 076 122 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2838527 5145856 u 0 32100848 82150::, 
0 0 2215935 5146368 0 0 2:>33375 5144832 
0 0 0 0 20614343 Y101312 0 0 
0 0 2395231 9093120 14332927 Y596928 2506367 5145344 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5901~9 9060352 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2719743 711,!064 19:>39967 786434 
236111;,1 5146112 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3566591 786596 0 0 
20025343 786623 0 0 14851167 4950784 0 0 
0 0 21614687 4950976 0 0 0 0 
0 0 14852095 4918016 31509609 13041664 0 0 
2.l61,615 4918208 0 0 1184767 11068544 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
() 0 9950207 786436 0 0 0 0 
u 0 0 0 u 0 3:i62495 786594 
0 0 4361311 4950720 0 ,0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43622J9 49179!:i2 263'4751 5144576 0 0 .0 0 
0 0 13683071 5311744 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2332671. 5112832 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 20730879 4918720 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2348031 5113344 
2506751 5146368 0 0 20114431 786612 20677727 49;5392 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.3 I Cl4J6,!2 524288 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2369535 ·5145088 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 19991647 4950912 0 0 
0 0 32052452 821499 . 36'>0655 49505112 0 0 
0 0 19992575 4916144 5690367 5081088 0 0 
19378211 4951104 3651583 4917824 0 0 0 0 
196ts4415 4951040 0 0 2411615 11097216 19379199 4918336 
,':>6204/ 5112320 0 0 u 0 19\)85343 4918272 
0 0 2412543 9064448 o· 0 0 0 
19:>5U2U/ 5177472 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2•.:>621111 5081344 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 32000302 14125311 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35!:143U3 786600 0 0 15188991 786592 0 0 
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16803113 95979!12 32226884 1291u592 2413567 11056256 0 0 
0 0 32122508 1572864 0 0 0 0 
321311U7 821502 20102143 786616 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20090879 786609 31635615 4784128 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20417535 946~440 0 0 9899103 4950656 
0 0 1679487 9598464 0 0 2ts22143 5145600 
0 0 0 0 9900031 -1917888 2199551 5146112' 
0 0 19057844 786437 31549061 1:.?976128 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1183743 4918080 0 0 
3:>4J039 786593 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 4512767 9597440 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20460543 5177496 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 24:1.59903 786433 
0 0 2412639 9089024 0 0 5706751 4784128 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
256767~9 J.0123264 0 0 0 0 19t'151231 786438 
!) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 84343.35 786432 0 0 1182815 4950848 
0 0 0 0 0 • 0 2279423 5112576 
0 0 0 0 10929151 4915264 31t'171525 10062076 
0 0 0 0 3557471 4950528 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 3558399 4917760 168355l 495.1232 3248127 786607 
0 0 0 0 1689695 4951168 0 0 
0 0 1684479 4918464 0 0 0 0 -l 
I) 0 1690623 4918400 · 3588191 11084928 0 0 w 
0 0 11127807 963!:1840 0 0 2642943 786435 
0 0 3!:>89119 905~160 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ,2496511 !1113600 0 0 
u 0 0 0 0 0 14145631 9080832 
'ii!011U3.)5 786610 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2,110)1 5113088 0 0 14146559 90"18064 · 

